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Abstract 

 

ABSTRACT 

With the development of modern transportation, the speed of travel has 

gradually become the goal of development. However, as a necessary way to 

start and finish a trip, slow transportation, though with a slow speed, still 

occupies a considerable proportion in traffic mode. In some specific situations, 

such as large-scale residential community, the slow transportation 

environment becomes the main traffic environment in the area due to its 

special safety considerations as a residential community. Therefore, improving 

the traffic quality of the slow transportation environment is an important way 

to improve the daily travel life of large-scale residential community. On the 

other hand, with the improvement of automobile technology, the technology 

of driverless vehicles has gradually matured. It has begun to be applied and 

practiced in multiple scenes with the advantages of less driving attention of 

user and more precise driving control. In recent years, driverless vehicle 

services have gradually entered the public's field of vision, such as driverless 

taxis and driverless buses. Driverless vehicle technology is also recognized and 

practiced in the associated slow transportation environment. 

 

Based on the specific situation of slow transportation environment in large-

scale residential community, this paper summarizes the problems and user 

pain points in the existing environment through literature review and current 

situation analysis. On this basis, this paper uses the Kano model to develop 

different levels of design guidance for services in this environment. At the level 

of service system frame, this paper uses the Kano model to summarize and 

prioritize the user needs, and proposes to build a more targeted design 

hierarchy and expand the three-dimensional dimensions of the Kano model 

to further build a slow transportation service system in large-scale residential 

community. At the level of service touchpoint, under the guidance of the user-

centered design principle of the Kano model, this paper proposes the 

interaction design principle for the slow transportation service of driverless 

vehicles in large-scale residential community, and applies it to the specific 

service touchpoint design. 



                                        

 
 

Finally, the author uses the extended model to put out the design practice of 

slow transportation environment in large-scale residential community, 

including the construction of the driverless vehicle service system in this 

situation, the corresponding driverless vehicle concept design and driverless 

vehicle multi-terminal interface design. Different design levels further 

reorganize and optimize the ordering and combination between different 

sub-services. 

 

In the further research direction, the author proposes to use the smart 

community as the macro background to develop the slow transportation 

service in large-scale residential community, link the property service and 

home service in the community, and jointly build a community service network 

covering all aspects of residents' daily life. 

 

Key Words: Kano model, slow transportation, driverless vehicle, large-scale 

residential community, service design
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Chapter 1  Introduction 

1.1 Research Background 

With the development of modern transportation, travel speed has gradually 

become the goal pursued by development. In recent years, the development 

of ground and air traffic at home and abroad has greatly improved the speed 

and efficiency of people's travel. However, as a necessary way to start and end 

the trip, slow transportation, although slower, still occupies a significant 

proportion of the travel modes. The advent of the post-automobile era has 

increased this proportion to a certain extent. As people's demand for health 

and leisure has increased, slow transportation has begun to be presented in 

more different forms [1]. 

 

Among the current modes of slow transportation, the more common modes 

of transportation are walking, cycling, and mopeds. For a short-distance 

transportation, the form of slow transportation can basically meet the travel 

needs of users. In similar scenarios, such as short-distance travel, users will 

choose non-motorized modes such as walking, cycling or mopeds to 

complete the trip. For long-distance transportation, the main body of traffic is 

mainly fast and high-speed traffic, but when the starting point and the end 

point are reached, slow transportation is still the main way to connect fast, 

high-speed transportation with the starting point and the end point. In a 

similar scenario, a user needs to complete a trip of about 15 kilometers. The 

user chooses to walk to the nearest subway station, then take the subway to 

the subway station near the end point, and finally walk to reach the destination. 

Therefore, the efficiency of slow transportation will directly affect the quality 

of traffic for users. Improving the user experience during slow transportation 

can greatly improve the overall quality of user travel. 

1.2 Research Status 



 

 

1.2.1 Improvement of slow transportation infrastructure 

The slow transportation infrastructure is the basic condition for the operation 

of the slow transportation system. Therefore, the development of the slow 

transportation infrastructure is an important part of improving the slow 

transportation system. 

 

The development of slow-transportation infrastructure abroad is relatively 

complete. Independent slow-transportation channels are set up in cities to 

ease transportation pressure. Slow-travel channels are set up in leisure places 

such as scenic spots to provide residents or tourists with places for recreation 

and exercise. 

 

In the case of urban slow transportation, Copenhagen, Denmark was once a 

city full of vehicles. Nowadays, with the increasing emphasis on the concept 

of slow transportation and green travel, Copenhagen has established an 

independent pedestrian slow transportation street area in the old city. Motor 

vehicle entering. This pedestrian zone connects important commercial centers 

and cultural landscapes in the urban area, providing residents and tourists with 

a slow leisure space, while also promoting the prosperity of the local 

commercial area. In some areas prone to mixed motor and non-motor 

vehicles, the Copenhagen government has constructed independent slow 

viaducts to improve the full functionality of slow transportation in the city. 

 

In the case of leisurely slow transportation, the "White Bicycle Project" in 

Amsterdam, the Netherlands is a very typical case. As an internationally 

renowned bicycle capital, Amsterdam has set up a "White Bicycle Program", 

which provides white bicycles for free use in the Amsterdam Forest Park, and 

designs a 42-km slow transportation bicycle lane. Way to explore freely in the 

park, as shown in Figure 1.1. Slow transportation bicycle lanes travel through 

the Amsterdam Forest Park. Through a slow tour, visitors can fully experience 

the immersion experience in the forest park at a slow pace and improve the 

tourist user experience. 
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The focus of domestic transportation system development is still on the 

development of fast and high-speed transportation, and the construction of 

slow transportation infrastructure is still in its initial stage. However, as the 

development of fast and high-speed transportation matures, slow 

transportation, as a connection and supplementary role of fast and high-

speed transportation, is gradually receiving attention. At the same time, with 

the improvement of the domestic people's material living standards, people 

are gradually pursuing the abundance of spiritual life, and more spiritual 

activities such as leisure and entertainment have been mentioned. Therefore, 

slow transportation, as an important vehiclerier for residents' exercise and 

leisure, is gradually being strongly advocated, and various regions have begun 

to develop related slow transportation infrastructure. The important role of 

traffic and non-traffic functions of slow transportation is also valued by 

different functional places in China, such as urban streets, industrial parks, 

school parks, and residential areas. 

 

Figure 1.1 The White Bicycle Plan, Amsterdam 

（From：http://360.mafengwo.cn/travels/info.php?id=7884793） 

 

http://360.mafengwo.cn/travels/info.php?id=7884793


 

 

In the reflections on improving the urban slow transportation system, it is 

mentioned that to develop and improve the urban slow transportation system, 

the first and very important thing is to improve the design and planning of 

urban transport infrastructure [8]. In specific suggestions for improvement, Du 

Li et al. Believe that slow transportation is an important form of transportation. 

Therefore, when planning and constructing slow transportation, it cannot be 

designed as a subsidiary component of the transportation system. Consider 

and design slow transportation as a subsystem in the entire transportation 

system that is as important as fast and high-speed motor vehicle 

transportation systems. 

 

The concept of Transportation Calming, which has been developed for a long 

time in Western countries, believes that the number and transportation of 

street vehicles should be actively reduced, and slower people should be given 

priority but not dedicated road rights to improve the slower environment and 

protect cities The area's slow transportation is vibrant. The urban tranquil 

walking system of a city is composed of tranquil trails and peaceful crossings 

[7]. Quiet trails refer to streets that promote community vitality and 

commercial and cultural prosperity by improving the slow transportation 

environment, and peaceful crossings refer to crossing facilities that ensure 

pedestrians can safely cross trunk roads and branch roads [5]. With the 

combination of tranquil trails and peaceful street crossings, it is possible to 

optimize and improve the existing slow-transportation environment through 

the construction of slow-transportation infrastructure to the greatest extent, 

and improve the slow transportation user experience. 

 

Shanghai uses this quiet walk system concept to plan and construct 399km 

quiet trails and 206 peaceful crossing streets in the central urban area, while 

planning 30 river crossing facilities. This case optimizes the current status of 

some roads in the existing Shanghai city. By planning 13% of the central city 

roads and 1/4 of the planned main road mileage, it can make nearly half of 

the residents integrate into the pedestrian-first slow transportation very well. 

system. At the same time, the slow transportation environment created by 

open walkways in public spaces has also improved the spontaneous and social 
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activities of the streets, and the vitality of the streets has also been improved. 

1.2.2 Application of slow transportation vehicles 

The current mode of slow transportation is mainly walking, cycling and various 

forms of mopeds. While considering strengthening the construction and 

improvement of pedestrian slow lanes, the research and development of 

various slow transportation forms of people-vehiclerying transportation has 

also received increasing attention. Compared with the pedestrian mode, the 

human transportation means can vehiclery more complex transportation 

tasks and maintain a more stable transportation speed under the environment 

of slow transportation. The use of non-motorized vehicles such as bicycles 

and mopeds in slow transportation environments has become more common, 

and more forward-looking vehicles have been gradually introduced into slow 

transportation environments in various traffic scenarios. 

 

In June 2018, the Jingdong driverless express vehicle was put into use in 

Xibeiwang, Haidian District, Beijing. The Xibeiwang area of Beijing is a 

residential and office-intensive area, and there is a large demand for delivery 

and delivery. The delivery of Jingdong driverless express vehicles here is also 

the first time that Jingdong has put driverless delivery services into an actual 

open environment. . Prior to this, JD.com ’s driverless vehicles had been tested 

for up to a year in Renmin University of China where the transportation 

environment was relatively closed. The Jingdong driverless vehicle can be put 

into use, which can increase the delivery frequency of express logistics and 

solve related problems such as night delivery. At the same time, the freedom 

of driverless vehicle distribution also provides users with more scheduled 

distribution and scheduled fixed-point distribution services. Such courier 

services have not been well realized in the existing manual distribution process. 

 

In addition to transporting goods, driverless vehicle technology has also 

begun to be applied to more complex transportation environments such as 

vehiclerying people. In a 2014 study by Özkan Yalçın et al., The structural 

design of an driverless vehicle named AKAY02 was proposed. The driverless 



 

 

vehicle is used in a specific slow transportation environment in a campus 

environment, which is a relatively closed traffic environment. The driverless 

vehicle can autonomously perform path calculation and planning through 

related algorithms, and detect surrounding static and dynamic obstacles 

through its own detection equipment, and complete autonomous avoidance 

[36]. 

 

The domestic UISEE technology company cooperates with CapitaLand in the 

parking lot of Raffles City to help users retrieve the vehicle. The user can call 

the driverless terminal at the terminal and take the driverless vehicle to reach 

his own parking space; at the same time in Guangzhou Baiyun Airport, UISEE 

invested a driverless vehicle to provide a ferry service between the terminal 

and the parking lot. 

 

Relevant technologies such as driverless vehicles have gradually been applied 

to various functions of the slow transportation environment. Among the 

above-mentioned express transportation, some of the manned services have 

entered the stage of field testing and fixed-range operations. Similarly, 

driverless vehicles technology has also been tested and used in more slow 

transportation environments, such as inspection services in closed 

environments. Many functions in the slow transportation environment have 

been gradually realized by driverless vehicle technology, but these functions 

have not yet formed a service system with a good user experience. 

1.3 The goal and purpose of research 

This topic aims to study the relevant principles and design practices of the 

application of driverless vehicle technology in the slow transportation 

environment under the Kano model. The following aspects will be studied to 

analyze the current development of driverless vehicle technology and the 

possibility of its application to daily life. Taking large-scale residential areas in 

the suburbs as an example, the current situation of slow transportation in 

large-scale residential areas will be analyzed. Necessity of the situation and 

development, introducing driverless vehicles as a feasible means of 
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transportation in this situation, and summarizing the problems and services 

that driverless vehicles can solve in this situation; build a complete The 

framework of driverless vehicle service system based on slow transportation 

in large residential areas, and the possible applications and future trends of 

driverless vehicle service based on various other scenarios. 

 

The research of this topic has the following theoretical significance: 

 

1. This project takes the large residential area as the specific situation, explores 

and analyzes the applicable scenarios of driverless vehicles, and provides an 

applicable theoretical basis for this emerging mode of transportation; 

 

2. This subject applies the Kano model to the design of driverless slow-

transportation service systems in large residential areas. In the process, the 

extension and expansion of the Kano model for specific situations are studied 

and discussed. 

 

This topic has three practical applications: 

 

1. By studying the possibility of combining driverless vehicles with actual 

scenarios, construct a framework for driverless vehicle service systems, and 

use the Kano model to provide more complete product and service support 

for driverless vehicle design and development. 

 

2. By introducing a driverless vehicle service system, it provides new ideas and 

possible solutions and methods for solving the traffic pain points in large 

residential areas. 

 

3. Through the introduction of driverless vehicles as a means of slow 

transportation, give play to the advantages of driverless vehicles, and provide 

new references and basis for community and urban transportation planners. 

1.4 Main research contents 



 

 

The research object of this subject is the application and implementation of 

the driverless vehicle service system under the Kano model in a slow 

transportation environment, and based on a specific scenario-a large 

residential area in the suburbs, that is, the specific function presentation and 

Service Content. 

 

The research content of this topic includes the following four points: 

 

1. The feasibility of an driverless vehicle service system constructed with 

driverless vehicles as contacts and vehicleriers; 

 

2. The applicability of the driverless vehicle service for this particular situation 

in large residential areas, and the targeted functions and problem solving 

methods it can provide; 

 

3. Extension and extension of the Kano model for driverless slow 

transportation services in large residential areas. 

 

4. The specific application of driverless vehicle service in the context of a smart 

community, and the possibility of linkage with other functional services. 

 

The main content of this article is as follows: 

 

Chapter 1      This article introduces the research background related to the 

subject, the current research status of slow transportation environment and 

the application of driverless vehicles, and describes the purpose and 

significance of the research, and briefly introduces the main research content 

and research methods. 

 

Chapter 2     This article introduces the concept of slow transportation and 

the current development status, analyzes the current status of slow 

transportation in large residential areas, points out the current problems and 

pain points, and proposes specific service scenarios for the application of 

driverless vehicles to large slow residential transportation environments. 
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Chapter 3      Introduce the Kano demand model as the basic theoretical 

guidance for the research of driverless vehicle service system, and on this basis, 

expand more levels of theoretical guidance to form a three-dimensional Kano 

theory extension suitable for driverless vehicle service design to guide the 

improvement in specific slow travel System framework for driverless vehicle 

service in the environment. 

 

Chapter 4      Utilize the constructed 3D Kano demand model to practically 

design the existing slow-transportation environment in a specific large 

residential area, produce corresponding design results, and further explore 

the design and development direction of future autonomous vehicle services. 

 

Chapter 5      Finally, the author further summarizes and explores the 

different function combinations in the context of smart communities, the 

possibility of linkage with slow transportation functions, and analyzes the 

higher-level service framework of smart communities in the future. 

 



 

 

Chapter 2  Overview of Slow Transportation 

Services for Large Residential Community 

2.1 Overview of Slow Transportation 

2.1.1 Slow Transportation Concept 

Slow transportation is a form of transportation relative to fast and high-speed 

transportation. Some scholars also believe that slow transportation is non-

motorized transportation [1]. In general, slow transportation is a mode of 

transportation where the speed is not more than 20km / h. Slow 

transportation includes walking, cycling, and other forms of mobility, and 

bicycle and other forms of mobility are collectively referred to as non-

motorized transportation. 

 

Slow transportation is classified according to its function and purpose, and 

can be divided into traffic-purpose slow transportation and non-traffic-

purpose slow transportation. Slow transportation is the main mode of short-

distance travel. It is a travel mode with the purpose of reaching a certain place. 

Non-traffic-purpose slow transportation is a mode of travel that has no strong 

purpose such as leisure exercise, including various public activities, exercise 

and fitness, leisure sightseeing, and business. 

 

For daily travel, in many cases slow travel does not exist alone. Slow travel is 

usually combined with other forms of transportation. In combined forms of 

transportation, slow transportation often serves as the main mode of starting 

and ending arrivals, while fast or high-speed transportation serves as the main 

part of the transportation process. Better optimizing the combination can 

make users travel more flexible and complete the transportation process more 

smoothly. 

2.1.2 Slow transportation system 
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The slow transportation system refers to the slow transportation system 

composed of various slow transportation modes in the city. It is an 

indispensable and important part of the urban transportation system. It acts 

as a capillary in the urban transportation system to clear the city's rapid or 

high-speed transportation. The small details ensure the smooth flow of the 

overall transportation. 

 

The slow transportation system is in the slow part of the entire city's 

transportation system, and is not the main body vehiclerying urban traffic load. 

The main function of the slow transportation system is to solve the "last mile" 

problem of urban transportation systems with fast or high-speed 

transportation as the main body, to gather people to the main urban 

transportation system and to evacuate people from the main transportation 

system to the destination. Therefore, although the slow transportation system 

cannot enhance the transportation efficiency of the transportation subject 

through the increase of speed, the slow transportation system makes the main 

transportation smoother through its own regulation and guidance. At the 

same time, the slow transportation system not only cooperates with the main 

urban transportation system to complete the purposeful transportation such 

as commuting, but also provides more recreational functions such as leisure 

and exercise, which is an essential part of the urban transportation system. 

 

The slow transportation system is composed of three components, namely 

the slow transportation space, the main body of the slow transportation, and 

the slow transportation behavior. 

 

The slow transportation space refers to the space or place where slow 

transportation occurs. For traffic-purpose slow transportation, slow 

transportation space generally refers to urban roads, including road spaces of 

different grades; for non-traffic purpose transportation, slow transportation 

spaces are mostly recreational spaces, such as green trails, tree-lined trails, etc. 

 

The subject of slow transportation refers to the main role of slow behavior in 

the slow transportation space. Generally speaking, the main role of slow 



 

 

transportation is a traffic-purpose or non-traffic-purpose crowd. In some 

cases, the main body may also be inanimate objects such as goods, which 

complete the transportation of goods under slow transportation. 

 

Slow transportation behavior refers to activities that occur under a specific 

purpose in a slow transportation environment. The slow transportation 

behavior in a slow-transportation environment is generally a short-distance 

trip with a strong purpose. It can connect with various other transportation 

systems in the city, such as urban commuting. The slow transportation 

behavior in the transportation environment is generally all kinds of 

recreational activities such as leisure, exercise, shopping, etc. Slow 

transportation is just a means to achieve activities to help users achieve 

entertainment purposes. 

2.1.3 Slow Transportation Classification 

At present, there are mainly three types of slow transportation in China: 

walking transportation, bicycle transportation, and various types of moped 

transportation. 

 

Pedestrian transportation is the most basic mode of transportation for urban 

residents. Generally, it does not require the help of other means of 

transportation, and has great flexibility. Using pedestrian transportation can 

achieve complete point-to-point travel tasks and can be completely home-to-

house. The speed is generally 1m / s, the step distance is 60-75cm, and the 

average speed is 4-5km / h. In a complete pedestrian transportation 

environment, the safety is very high, and the collision phenomenon due to 

excessive speed will not occur. The disadvantage of pedestrian transportation 

is that it is slower and the reachable distance is shorter, which cannot meet 

the transportation needs of longer distances. And the way of walking is 

completely dependent on the physical condition of the pedestrians. For 

residents with physical inconveniences, walking is not the best mode of slow 

transportation. 

 

Bicycle transportation, that is, the use of human resources to ride an additional 
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means of transportation-bicycles, to complete the transportation. Bicycle 

transportation is currently the main form of slow transportation in China. 

Compared with pedestrian transportation, bicycle transportation can reach 

longer distances. In China, the effective distance of bicycles can reach about 

8 kilometers, and the speed is relatively high. 10-20km / h. At the same time, 

bicycle transportation is also a very efficient exercise and fitness tool. Bicycle 

exercise has also been vigorously promoted as a national fitness exercise. 

However, bicycles also need higher safety guarantees. Bicycle transportation 

in developed countries is more developed. In some developed countries in 

Europe and the United States, such as France and the Netherlands, very 

complete bicycle lanes have been built to protect bicycles Cyclists ride safely. 

The transportation flow of bicycles in China is also very large, but the 

construction of bicycle lanes and the implementation of other bicycle safety 

measures are still in their infancy and have not been widely adopted. At the 

same time, bicycle transportation also has great limitations. The effective 

movement distance is short, and long-distance transportation cannot be 

completed. It is not suitable for transportation on steep slopes and in rainy 

weather. 

 

Moped transportation refers to transportation completed by using fuel, 

gasoline, or electricity to assist vehicles. Generally, it refers to two-wheeled 

mopeds, which are mainly divided into two types, fuel mopeds and electric 

bicycles. Moped transportation is a kind of transportation method that has 

emerged in China in recent years. Compared with the use of bicycles in the 

form of human power, mopeds use external fuel or electricity to provide kinetic 

energy, which reduces a lot of physical burden for the rider, and can guarantee 

a certain amount of Driving speed is relatively stable. The domestic standards 

for mopeds stipulate that the maximum speed of the moped should be no 

more than 20km / h, and the mass (weight) of the whole vehicle should be no 

more than 40kg. If it exceeds the standard, it is a motor vehicle. Mopeds 

belong to the scope of non-motorized vehicles and are classified in the same 

lane as bicycle transportation. However, due to the fast speed and poor safety 

of mopeds, it is easy to collide with other non-motorized vehicles. In some 

first- and second-tier cities with heavy transportation pressure in China, in 



 

 

order to prevent transportation accidents of mopeds, fuel mopeds have been 

explicitly banned. Major cities have successively issued motorcycle bans, while 

also regulating the speed of electric bicycles and banning mopeds. Human 

behavior further regulates the slow transportation of mopeds in cities. 

2.2 Status of Slow Transportation Development in China and 

Other Countries 

2.2.1 Status of Slow Transportation Development in Developed 

Countries 

In many developed countries, bicycling and walking to work have become a 

common phenomenon in many cities. The vigorous development of slow 

transportation can not only reduce the city's vehiclebon emissions and other 

harmful gas emissions from motor vehicle transportation, but also enhance 

the physical fitness of the people through slow transportation exercises. 

 

In the case of slow transportation, Tokyo, Japan has the world's largest subway 

system, and is the most commonly used transportation method for local 

people. There are many pedestrian crossing facilities and pedestrian walkways 

near the subway station, as well as comprehensive pedestrian safety measures 

to help pedestrians to complete the connection to the main urban 

transportation system smoothly and safely through slow transportation, as 

shown in Figure 2.1. 

 

It is also a city subway system. Paris, France also has a very developed subway 

system. In order to ensure the efficient use and connection of urban subways, 

Paris has arranged public bicycle stations near various subway stations, and a 

large public bicycle sharing system called Velib Unified regulation. The system 

was officially launched on July 15, 2007. As of 2016, the system has 1,750 

service stations and 23,600 bicycles. By means of bicycle slow transportation, 

citizens can freely use bicycles to connect to the city bus subway system. In 

order to ensure the effective implementation of this measure, the Paris 
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government has converted a large number of urban road parking spaces into 

public bicycle stations. At the same time, it has opened more bicycle lanes on 

urban roads, built sidewalk guards, and prevented private vehicles from 

parking in non-motorized lanes. The sidewalk is designed to encourage 

citizens to use more environmentally friendly bicycle and public transportation, 

and reduce the use of private vehicles. This measure also reduced the 

proportion of private vehicle trips from 68% to 60%, and 5% of vehicle users 

switched to cycling or to public transportation. 

 

 

In the case of non-traffic-purpose slow transportation, High Line Park in New 

York, USA is a very successful leisure case in slow transportation. The original 

site of High Line Park was an elevated railway freight line built in 1930. It was 

discontinued in 1980 and was retained under the initiative of the non-profit 

organization "Friends of the High Line Leadership" (FHL). Public slow 

transportation open space. This elevated railway line that passes through the 

urban area serves as a valuable historical site in the local area. After the 

transformation, it has been transformed into an elevated park for citizens to 

entertain, which not only provides more leisure walking space for citizens, but 

Figure 2.1 Slow transportation system around Tokyo Metro, Japan 

( From: https://ameblo.jp/mother-book/image-12413012605-14287139994.htm ) 

https://ameblo.jp/mother-book/image-12413012605-14287139994.htm


 

 

also creates more and more economic benefits have increased employment 

opportunities. 

2.2.2 Status of Slow Transportation Development in China 

Slow transportation has undergone changes in different periods in China. In 

the 1980s, in the early days of reform and opening up, the number of private 

vehicles owned by Chinese people was relatively low, and travel was mainly 

based on cheaper public transportation and bicycle transportation. At that 

time, China had the largest number of bicycles in the world, and bicycles 

became an important means of transportation for people to commute. 

 

With the development of China's economic level, people's material levels have 

gradually improved, and the number of private vehicles has gradually 

increased. By the 21st century, bicycle use has fallen dramatically. According 

to a survey by the China Bicycle Association, bicycles accounted for 68% of 

Beijing's overall traffic in the 1980s, and by 2014 this ratio had fallen to 12%. By 

the end of 2016, the number of motor vehicles in China had reached 290 

million, of which vehicles the number reached 194 million. [52] 

 

However, with the continuous increase in the number of motor vehicles, 

various problems caused by motor vehicles have followed. Compared with 

bicycles, private vehicles have a larger body volume and a lower effective use 

rate. Too many private vehicles in the city cause road congestion. At the same 

time, excessive exhaust emissions from vehicles have also caused a certain 

degree of environmental pollution and damage. Therefore, in recent years, 

many cities have begun to re-encourage slow transportation to rationally 

supplement public transportation in order to ease transportation pressure and 

reduce environmental pollution. 

 

In 2017, the Chengdu Municipal Planning Administration began to compile 

the "Chengdu Slow Transportation System Plan", which aims to plan and 

construct a relatively independent bicycle slow transportation network, 

pedestrian transportation network, and characteristic slow routes for urban 

cultural tourism. According to the Plan, Chengdu plans a unified slow 
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transportation road for 3,900 kilometers of urban roads. For example, set up 

a continuous slow transportation network around the school to improve the 

safety of students going to and from school; plan and construct a 798 km 

bicycle lane to provide independent, safe and comfortable bicycle-only riding 

space [6]. Similarly, for pedestrian transportation, Chengdu will also build and 

improve four different types of dedicated roads, including pedestrian-only 

lanes, priority lanes for learning, pedestrian-specific lanes, and pedestrian-

only lanes, to strengthen Chengdu's slow transportation system. 

 

In terms of commercial use, Shanghai Lujiazui Century Corridor was 

completed in 2014. It connects several major commercial Lujiazui corridors in 

the sky by slow transportation. After the completion of the two-storey corridor, 

the total length is about 543 meters, which not only becomes a pedestrian-

only air walkway, strengthens regional connections, improves transportation 

in the Inner-lujiazui area, but also becomes a major tourist attraction, 

overlooking the entire Lujiazui Financial City. Great platform. In 2016, following 

the Century Corridor, an underground passage was constructed in the Lujiazui 

area, connecting 4 super high-rise buildings in the core area of Lujiazui to 

further strengthen the connection between the buildings in the area. By means 

of a dedicated slow walk, Make business connections closer. 

2.3 Slow transportation environment in large residential area 

2.3.1 Overview of large residential areas 

A residential area refers to a relatively independent area with a certain 

population and land size, and concentrated layout of residential buildings, 

public buildings, green spaces, roads and various other engineering facilities, 

surrounded by urban streets or natural boundaries [14]. According to the scale, 

residential areas can be divided into the following categories: residential 

groups with a scale of 1000-3000 people; residential communities with a scale 

of 10,000-1.5 million people; residential areas with a scale of about 30,000 

people; People's residential areas are called large-scale residential areas, or 

residential complexes, with an area of more than 50 hectares. The 



 

 

development of large-scale residential areas is at the forefront of urban 

expansion, and is an important solution to the increasing pressure of urban 

expansion. It has played a pioneering role in urban expansion to a certain 

extent [11]. And this type of residential area is generally located in the suburbs, 

with a large number of commuting residents, and nearby public transportation 

hubs undertake the main public transportation of this type of community. 

2.3.2 Status and Problems of Slow Transportation in Large 

Residential Areas 

Due to the large number of residents living in large residential areas, driving 

safety is a guarantee factor that the residential area focuses on. Article 67 of 

China's "Implementation Regulations on Safety Law" stipulates that in 

residential areas, motor vehicles should drive at a low speed, and the speed 

must not exceed 15 kilometers per hour. Vehiclee must be taken to avoid 

pedestrians [10]. It can be seen that, according to laws and regulations, the 

transportation system in residential areas is a slow transportation system. The 

closed environment of large residential areas also makes this type of slow 

transportation system more special. It is a closed slow transportation system 

that is relatively isolated from the outside transportation system. 

 

Due to its particularity, the slow transportation environment of large residential 

areas will also cause some disadvantages. Take the Golden Jiangnan Large 

Figure 2.2  Transportation hub around Golden Jiangnan Large Residential Area, Wuxi, China 
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Residential Area in Binhu District, Wuxi City, Jiangsu Province, China as an 

example, as shown in Figure 2.2, this residential area is located on the north 

side of Liangxi River in Binhu District, Wuxi City. It is long and narrow, with a 

length of 2 kilometers in length, an average of about 300 meters in the 

horizontal direction, and a land area of about 60 hectares, which belongs to 

the category of large-scale residential areas. There are bus lines around the 

residential area and two subway stations. The subway can take on more 

transportation, so it has also become a major transportation hub in this 

residential area. However, for the residents of this residential area, due to the 

huge living area of the residential area, it still takes a long distance to reach 

the nearby subway station, and the average distance is more than 1 km. For 

this type of travel needs, residents first need to solve the 1 km slow 

transportation problem. At present, residents mainly use slow transportation 

vehicles, such as bicycles or mopeds. This type of transportation can solve the 

"last mile" problem to a certain extent, but at the same time, the parking of 

vehicles at transportation hubs has also caused a series of congestion 

problems, which has caused some pressure on local transportation. 

 

Aiming at the current situation of slow-transportation environment in large 

residential areas, this paper conducted a questionnaire survey of 118 residents 

in residential areas, asking respondents to sort the transportation methods 

used in residential areas by frequency, as shown in Figure 2.3. For walking, 

followed by private vehicles, the third to fifth places are bicycles, battery 

vehicles and motorcycles. It can be seen that in the residential area, due to 

speed restrictions, private vehicles are not the preferred mode of 

Figure 2.3  Survey of traffic mode usage in residential areas 

 



 

 

transportation for most residents, but considering the travel needs, the use 

frequency of private vehicles is still ranked second, and the remaining options 

are flexible Higher slower transportation. 

 

It can be seen from the above case analysis that the current status of slow 

transportation in large residential areas in China still has the following 

problems: 

 

(1) Residents' flexibility for various modes of transportation and the needs of 

passage in narrow areas cannot be met. The mode of travel by private vehicle 

can solve most of the travel needs to a certain extent, but if it is only in the 

residential area, or within a short and medium-distance reach around the 

residential area, the private vehicle travel needs to complete the pickup, 

parking, parking Steps such as finding places are not an efficient way to travel. 

And because the roads in the residential area are slow transportation roads, 

the roads are relatively narrow, and are not suitable for short-distance travel 

of motor vehicles such as private vehicles. Similarly, traveling by bicycle or 

moped also faces the problem of parking confusion. In the current situation 

where bicycle sharing is more developed, many residents will also choose to 

share bicycle trips, but the characteristic of shared bicycles is that there is no 

guarantee that there are idle shared bicycles that users can access at any time. 

 

(2) The lack of a good connection between the slow transportation system in 

the residential area and the external urban transport system. The population 

size of large residential areas is generally more than 30,000. There are a large 

number of residents who need to commute, and they will regularly use public 

transportation, and a large number of travel needs at the same destination 

will occur in a short period of time. At present, shared bicycles often used by 

residents, and the efficiency of travel depends on the effective number of 

nearby bicycles, which cannot guarantee the stability of travel. As a result, the 

commute needs of residents in a short period of time cannot be satisfactorily 

met, and slow transportation in residential areas cannot be well connected 

with the urban transportation system. 
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(3) There is no good information interaction between the vehicle and the user. 

In the environment of large residential areas, slow transportation is the 

preferred mode of transportation for residents, which is closely related to 

residents' lives. Slow transportation can be a medium for residents to obtain 

information and improve the quality of life of residents. However, compared 

with the human-machine interaction that private vehicles are already 

developing, the current slow transportation vehicles cannot support the 

richness that motor vehicles can support due to the hardware support. 

Human-machine interaction has not been well developed. 

2.3.3 Significance of Slow Transportation Research in Large 

Residential Areas 

With the advancement of urbanization in China, more and more large 

residential areas appear in suburban areas, and these large residential areas, 

as well as the linkage with public transportation outside the community, 

basically rely on slow transportation to complete. Therefore, improving the 

quality of slow transportation can greatly improve the quality of life of 

residents in large residential areas. 

 

Studying the slow transportation environment in large residential areas has 

the following significance: 

 

(1) Can improve commuting efficiency in large residential areas. Bring into play 

the role of slow transportation as capillaries in large residential areas, and 

effectively improve the efficiency of pedestrian flow and transportation 

efficiency during commuting hours in large residential areas. 

 

(2) Slow transportation is used as a vehiclerier to help residents improve their 

quality of life. The slow transportation environment is not only a place for 

travel purpose activities such as commuting. Similarly, as a transportation 

mode that is closely related to residents, slow transportation can also give 

residents more activities in more aspects, such as spiritual aspects such as 

leisure and entertainment. 



 

 

2.4 Status of research on driverless vehicles and related 

services 

2.4.1 Driverless vehicle overview 

Driverless Vehicle is a driverless vehicle, which is a kind of intelligent vehicle. It 

mainly relies on the intelligent driving equipment mainly based on computer 

systems in the vehicle to achieve the purpose of driverless driving [16]. The 

emergence of driverless vehicles was originally due to the needs of military 

research and development, and gradually turned to commercial and civilian 

research and development in the late 20th century. The purpose of driverless 

driving is to replace the manual driving method by computer algorithms, to 

fundamentally solve the vehicle safety hazards caused by human factors, and 

to regulate the operation of many vehicles in an orderly and efficient manner 

through a unified driverless vehicle control system. order. 

2.4.2 Research Status of Driverless Vehicle Technology 

With the advancement of domestic urbanization, more and more large 

residential areas appear in suburban areas, and these large residential areas, 

as well as the interaction with public transportation outside the community, 

basically rely on slow transportation to complete. Therefore, improving the 

quality of slow transportation can greatly improve the quality of life of 

residents in large residential areas. 
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Vehicle autonomy is classified according to the degree to which a human 

driver takes over the vehicle, as shown in Table 2.1. At present, there are two 

more authoritative classifications in the world. One is the five levels of L0-L4 

proposed by the National Highway Transportation Safety Administration 

(NHTSA) in the United States. The other is six levels of L0-L5 proposed by the 

International Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE). The difference between 

NHTSA and SAE classification is the difference in the highest level. The L4 level 

of NHTSA includes the L4 and L5 levels of SAE. Both are highly automated 

driving stages, that is, the vehicle completes all driving operations, and human 

drivers do not need to maintain their attention. The autonomous driving at 

this stage is generally considered to be the driverless stage. 

 

Autonomous driving technology began as early as the middle of the twentieth 

century. At that time, many technologically advanced countries were under 

national security considerations, and they began to explore this vehicle 

technology. American Barret Electronies company developed the world's first 

Table 2.1  Autonomous driving classification 



 

 

driverless vehicle in 1950, which can autonomously drive on preset 

experimental roads under preset conditions. In 1986, Vehiclenegie Mellon 

University began to study vehicle computer control systems, and launched 

semi-autonomous Navlab 1 and Navlab 2 in 1986 and 1990. In 1999, 

Vehiclenegie Mellon University developed driverless vehicles Navlab-V, 

completed a complete driverless experiment, conducted a cross-country drive 

in the east and west of the United States. At the 2017 CES (International 

Consumer Electronics Show), a series of traditional vehicle companies such as 

Audi, BMW, Mercedes-Benz, Toyota, Ford also brought their modified 

driverless models or concept models. In addition, Tesla, a pure electric vehicle 

brand, launched Autopilot 2.0 from the end of 2016 to the beginning of 2017, 

and the subsequent patches are gradually improving the functions and lifting 

the functions [19]. 

 

China began researching driverless technology in the 1980s. In 1992, the 

National University of Defense Technology developed China's first driverless 

vehicle, which was a zero breakthrough in China's driverless technology. In 

2011, the Hongqi HQ3 driverless vehicle jointly developed by FAW and the 

National University of Defense Technology completed the first high-speed full-

length driverless test from 286 kilometers from Changsha to Wuhan. In 2012, 

the Tucson off-road vehicle Junjiao Lion Ⅲ modified by the China Military 

Academy completed 114 kilometers of tests on the Beijing-Tianjin Expressway. 

On July 3, 2016, Baidu and Wuzhen Tourism held a strategic signing ceremony, 

announcing that the two parties will work together to achieve Level 4 

driverless driving on scenic roads [20]. 

2.4.3 Research Status of Driverless Vehicle Related Services 

Research on driverless vehicle related services is relatively in its infancy. In the 

past decade, driverless vehicle technology has gradually matured, driverless 

vehicle technology has begun to be gradually put into commercial and civilian 

use, and related functions and services have begun to rise. 

 

Uber, the founder of ride-hailing, initially launched driverless vehicle passenger 

services in 2016 [20]. The service was first commissioned in Pittsburgh, the 
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United States. On the day of the trial operation, two engineers were still in the 

vehicle. One engineer was on the driver's seat as a safety officer. In most cases, 

the vehicle operated autonomously, and on more complex roads, there were 

The safety officer assists in driving. Another engineer is responsible for 

monitoring the development of the driverless vehicle. Uber accurately 

assesses road safety and driving conditions by equipping networked vehicles 

with equipment such as radars and laser detectors, as well as a large number 

of vehicle algorithms. The current state of driverless driving is still in its infancy, 

and personnel such as safety officers are still required to monitor driving 

conditions. In the future, Uber will gradually reduce the number of security 

personnel in the vehicle based on the maturity of driverless vehicle technology 

passenger service until it achieves a completely driverless driving. In 2018, an 

accident occurred in Uber's driverless vehicle, which hit a pedestrian in the 

automatic driving mode, and the pedestrian eventually died of ineffective 

treatment. This accident is also the world's first fatal accident caused by 

driverless vehicles. Although at the time, pedestrians suddenly walking out of 

the shadows and crossing the road were already dangerous transportation 

behaviors, and their faults were not entirely on driverless vehicles, they still 

needed to be considered and valued. Next, how can autonomous vehicles 

avoid such risks? 

 

China's driverless vehicle services are also gradually emerging. In April 2018, 

Baidu announced that commercial-grade driverless buses based on the 

driverless driving system "Apollon" were officially tested for the public. The 

driverless bus has no steering wheel, no driving space, accelerator and brake 

pedal. It completely relies on Baidu's self-developed driverless system for 

operation. At present, the vehicle has been mass-produced offline, and it is 

expected to be put into use in slow transportation environments such as 

scenic spots, parks and airports in the future. 

2.4.4 Advantages and feasibility of driverless vehicle service in slow 

transportation 

Although the commercial and civilian use of driverless vehicle technology is 



 

 

still in its infancy, in the future development process, its advantages can serve 

the slow transportation environment of large residential areas and further 

solve the current development of large residential areas. The bottlenecks 

encountered by slow transportation and the pain points in the process. 

 

The advantages of driverless vehicles for slow transportation are as follows: 

 

(1) Driverless vehicles have better adaptability in the slow transportation of the 

main transportation. The transportation environment in a large residential 

area is a slow transportation environment, and the main behavior is short-

distance transportation. The transportation environment in large residential 

areas is relatively narrow, and slower transportation needs more flexibility. In 

such an environment, driverless vehicles can take advantage of their own on-

board control, can more sensitively identify road conditions, and more 

accurately complete driving on narrow and congested roads. 

 

(2) Driverless vehicles have better control over repeated roads. The urgent 

needs of the slow-transportation environment in large residential areas 

include commuting, getting take-away courier services, etc., which are 

relatively repetitive routes, and the residents ’own living paths in the residential 

areas are almost fixed and repeated routes. Driverless vehicles have a more 

stable algorithm to execute highly repetitive paths, and will not cause hidden 

dangers in road travel caused by driving fatigue caused by human conditions. 

 

(3) Driverless vehicles can complete better human-machine interaction. At 

present, the mode of transportation in the slow transportation environment is 

basically in the form of bicycles and mopeds. It is only a vehiclerier of slow 

transportation. There is no good interaction between the vehicle and the user. 

Slow transportation is a living environment that is closely related to the daily 

life of residents in large residential areas. Driverless vehicles can be used as a 

vehiclerier of information transmission to enhance the information interaction 

between users and the living environment. The driverless vehicle itself has a 

rich human-machine interaction foundation, which can provide a platform for 

personalized interaction. 
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(4) Driverless vehicles can provide better integration of slow transportation 

functions. The slow-transportation environment in large residential areas is the 

main space for residents' life. It not only bears the daily travel needs of 

residents, but also the place where other living activities of residents occur, 

such as delivery and delivery of take-away courier, daily leisure walking and 

so on. These travel scenarios will also require the use of vehicles for slow travel. 

Compared with the independent slow transportation vehicles that are often 

used now, driverless vehicles are controlled by a unified driving platform, 

which is easier to integrate multiple services and functions, and to provide 

personalized and customized service paths for residents with different needs. 

 

(5) Driverless vehicles can provide a more comfortable environment for slow 

transportation. An important role played by slow transportation is to solve the 

"last mile" problem of residents' lives, which is a highly repetitive and urgently 

needed demand. Therefore, improving the comfort of this slow transportation 

process can greatly improve the user experience of residents traveling. 

Driverless vehicles have more precise driving technology, operate more 

smoothly, and use clean energy. The noise pollution is small, which can greatly 

improve the driving comfort. 

 

The driverless vehicle's computer algorithm is controlled by the unified 

background control system. Compared with the current mode of artificial 

driving, the driverless vehicle has a better regulation mechanism to avoid a 

series of interference caused by human factors affecting the safety risks of 

normal operation of the transportation order. Therefore, compared to the 

current mode of transportation under slow transportation, driverless vehicles 

have better adaptability and feasibility, and serve various services such as 

travel under slow transportation. 

 

At present, there are examples of driverless vehicle services under the relevant 

slow transportation in China. As a leading domestic intelligent driving 

company, UISEE Technology officially launched the operation of driverless 

vehicles in Raffles City, a large commercial district in Hangzhou, in 2017. It is 



 

 

the first cross-border cooperation project in China for driverless vehicle 

technology and commercial real estate. The project aims to provide driverless 

vehicles to provide customers with on-board vehicle search services under the 

slow transportation environment of underground parking lots. The specific 

service process is as follows: When the customer needs to drive the vehicle to 

leave the mall, use the smart terminal at the entrance of the underground 

parking lot, enter the license plate number, and then take the driverless shuttle 

to transport the customer to the designated vehicle to complete the service. 

At present, the operating environment of the driverless vehicle still requires a 

human driver to follow the vehicle, but the human driver also participates in 

the driving control of the vehicle only in an emergency. During normal 

operation, driverless vehicles are completely autonomously controlled by the 

system, including basic operations such as passing through narrow sections, 

turning at intersections, meeting with traveling vehicles, and avoiding 

pedestrians. At present, the maximum operating speed of the driverless 

vehicle in the parking lot is 8km / h, which belongs to the transportation 

environment of slow transportation. After the above operation tests, the 

operation of the driverless vehicle is also completely within the controllable 

and safe range, and the transfer is completed without error. The customer's 

stated goals [23]. Therefore, the application of driverless vehicle technology 

to the slow transportation environment is completely feasible. 
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CHAPTER 3  Design Principles of Service System 

Framework Based on Kano Model 

3.1 Kano model overview 

3.1.1 Kano model concept 

The Kano model is a tool for classifying, optimizing, and sorting user needs, 

proposed by Tokyo University of Science Professor Noriaki Kano in the 1980s. 

This model introduces user satisfaction and dissatisfaction standards into the 

field of service quality assessment and management for the first time. By 

evaluating user satisfaction with service elements, it further analyzes the 

provided service quality and provides services for subsequent service design 

links. High-quality demand guidance. 

   

The Kano model is now used in many design fields. Through its specific tools 

and methods, it guides the design at the level of requirements analysis, sorts 

and optimizes the combination of requirements, and summarizes the services 

provided in intuitive forms such as charts. 

3.1.2 Kano model in two dimensions 

The expression of the Kano model is mainly the different reaction relationship 

between the user's satisfaction with the product or service and the expected 

satisfaction degree in two-dimensional coordinates, which can be represented 

by Figure 3.1. 

 

The graph shows that the abscissa represents the objective and actual quality 

of the product or service reflected in the user's desired level of satisfaction. 

The more to the right, the lower the actual quality of the product or service, 

the lower the user's satisfaction with their expectations, and vice versa The left 

is the higher the degree of satisfaction with the expected value. The ordinate 



 

 

represents the user's subjective satisfaction with the product or service. The 

higher the satisfaction with the product or service, the lower the satisfaction 

with the product or service. 

 

The horizontal and vertical coordinates together constitute the two-

dimensional form of the Kano model, and each product or service can be 

reflected in this two-dimensional model. According to the Kano model, a 

product or service can be divided into five different attribute categories based 

on the relationship between the degree of satisfaction of the expected value 

and the subjective satisfaction. 

 

（1） Attractive requirement represents a type of demand that exceeds 

user expectations or surprises users. The display characteristics of 

this type of demand on the chart are that the more the abscissa 

Figure 3.1  Kano two-dimensional property coordinate chart 
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value goes to the right, the ordinate value will decrease and the 

decrease rate is smaller; otherwise the more the abscissa value is 

to the left, the larger the ordinate value and the larger the growth 

rate. The overall satisfaction level is above zero, that is, the 

presence or absence of this type of attribute requirements will not 

make users feel dissatisfied or disappointed.  

 

Therefore, the attribute characteristic of this type of demand is that 

users will not feel dissatisfied even if this type of function or service 

is not provided or the demand is not met; once this type of 

functional service is provided, user satisfaction will be greatly To 

ascend. This type of demand is attractive to users. Therefore, for 

service designers, this type of product or service is an important 

part of improving user satisfaction, and users will feel joy for such 

products or services. 

 

（2） Must-be Requirement represents the type of requirements that a 

product or service must have. The display characteristics of this 

type of demand on the chart are that the more the abscissa value 

goes to the right, the ordinate value will decrease and the 

reduction rate is larger; otherwise the more the abscissa value is to 

the left, the larger the ordinate value is and the smaller the growth 

rate is. The whole is below the zero value of satisfaction, that is, the 

presence or absence of this type of attribute demand will not make 

users feel extra satisfaction and surprise. 

 

Therefore, the attribute characteristic of this type of demand is that 

even if more functions or services of this type are provided, user 

satisfaction will not increase significantly; once the provision of this 

type of functional services is reduced, user satisfaction will increase 

Slightly reduced. This type of demand can not bring surprises to 

users. Reducing this type of products or services will make users 

disappointed. Users think this type of products or services is 

necessary. For service designers, in the service design process, it is 



 

 

necessary to ensure that this type of requirements are met, 

otherwise the user's satisfaction and loyalty will be greatly reduced. 

 

（3） One-dimensional Requirement is a requirement that has a 

proportional function relationship and represents the type of 

requirement that the user expects to achieve. This type of 

requirement is located between the charm attribute and the 

required attribute on the chart. The display characteristic is that the 

more the abscissa value is to the right, the smaller the ordinate 

value is; on the contrary, the more the abscissa value is to the left, 

the larger the ordinate value is. The user's sensitivity to this type of 

attribute demand is high, and the presence or absence of this 

demand will affect user satisfaction. 

 

Therefore, the attribute characteristic of this type of demand is that 

the more functions or services of this type are provided, the user's 

satisfaction will be significantly increased; the reduction of the 

provision of this type of functional services will significantly reduce 

the user's satisfaction. This type of demand is what users expect, 

and users think that this type of product or service should be 

provided. For service designers, it is necessary to consider the 

satisfaction of this type of requirements, and any change in such 

requirements will affect user satisfaction. 

 

（4） Reverse Requirement is a requirement that has an inverse 

proportional relationship and represents the type of requirement 

that the user does not expect to achieve. This type of demand is 

just the opposite of the expected attribute. The display 

characteristic on the chart is that the more the abscissa value is to 

the right, the larger the ordinate value is; on the contrary, the more 

the abscissa value is to the left, the smaller the ordinate value is. 

Users have a negative attitude towards this type of attribute 

demand. 
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Therefore, the attribute characteristic of this type of demand is that 

the more functions or services of this type are provided, the user's 

satisfaction will decrease; the reduction of the provision of this type 

of functional services will increase the user's satisfaction. This type 

of demand is not expected by the user, and the user thinks that this 

type of product or service does not need to be provided. For 

service designers, this type of products and services needs to be 

minimized. This type of products and services is disgusting to users 

and may even harm the interests of users. 

 

（5） Indifferent Requirement represents a type of requirement that 

users do not vehiclee about. This type of demand is displayed on 

the chart as a straight line that coincides with the abscissa, and the 

satisfaction of the abscissa to the left or right is basically unchanged, 

and it will not affect the user's satisfaction. critical. 

 

Therefore, the attribute characteristic of this type of demand is that 

whether this type of product is increased or decreased, or the 

provision of demand, user satisfaction will not change significantly. 

This type of demand is not of concern to users. Service doesn't 

matter. For service designers, because this type of demand cannot 

make users feel emotionally inclined, the emergence of this type of 

product or service can be considered in the early stages of design, 

but in the process of further optimization and adjustment, this type 

of product or demand should be avoided. Appear, reduce 

unnecessary waste of resources, and improve the efficiency of the 

overall product or service experience. 

 

Through related two-dimensional mode implementation, different 

requirements can be classified into these five requirements attributes. In the 

further service design process, the requirements of different attributes will be 

optimized and adjusted according to their different service characteristics. The 

specific implementation of the two-dimensional mode is described below. 



 

 

3.1.3 Kano model implementation in two dimensions 

In the specific operation process of the Kano model, there are specific 

operation modes and tools to ensure the effective use of the model. Generally 

speaking, according to the use steps, there are three main tools of the Kano 

model: the Kano questionnaire, the Kano survey evaluation form, and the 

Kano survey result map. 

The Kano questionnaire surveys the satisfaction of each feature. For each 

feature, two scenarios for satisfaction surveys are set up, one with and without 

the feature. In each situation, there will be five choices of answers with different 

degrees of satisfaction, from like to dislike, which are like, take for granted, 

indifferent, bearable and dislike. Gather user satisfaction intentions with and 

without functional features. As shown in Table 3.1. 

 After collecting user satisfaction data, use the Kano survey evaluation form 

to count the number of users in each scenario with different functional 

characteristics for further statistical analysis. The Kano survey evaluation form 

is shown in Table 3.2 

Table 3.1  Kano questionnaire 

Table 3.2  Kano survey evaluation form 
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The Kano survey evaluation form is displayed as a two-dimensional form, 

which counts the number of users who choose different satisfaction 

combinations in the two scenarios, a total of 25 combinations. The 25 

satisfaction combinations are classified into 6 demand characteristics 

according to their characteristics. It should be noted that the meaningless 

requirement attribute, that is, Questionable Requirement, is expressed in the 

case of users with and without the feature. Like or dislike. This situation is 

generally caused by a user's misfilling or misunderstanding, and the data is 

invalid. 

 

After the attribute classification of the Kano survey evaluation form is 

completed, the survey results need to be further displayed. The commonly 

used statistical method is the Better-worse coefficient formula, which has the 

relationship of formula (3.1) and formula (3.2), and calculates the degree of 

satisfaction with and without providing the functional characteristics. The 

statistical formula is as follows: 

Provide the satisfaction factor of the service function characteristics: 

 

Better scores with feature present： 

 

Better = (A + O)/(A + O + M + I)         （3.1） 

 

Worse scores with feature absent： 

 

Worse = -(O + M)/(A + O + M + I)         （3.2） 

 

Better Scores represents the user's satisfaction coefficient in the context of 

providing this service feature. The closer the Better Scores to 1, the greater the 

impact of the presence or absence of this feature on the user's satisfaction 

level, and the higher the ranking of the service features, The more a service 

designer should provide this type of functionality. Worse scores represent the 

user's dissatisfaction coefficient in a situation where the service feature is not 

provided. The closer the Worse scores are to -1, the greater the impact of the 

presence or absence of the feature on the user's dissatisfaction. Up and down, 



 

 

so service designers should not give this type of features a priority. 

 

After getting the Better and Worse scores of the service characteristics, we 

need to describe the data more intuitively and draw a map of the Kano survey 

results, as shown in Figure 3.2. 

The Kano survey results map consists of four quadrants, with the horizontal 

and vertical coordinates being Worse scores and Better scores, respectively. 

The four quadrants correspond to four functional attributes. 

 

The first quadrant represents the functional characteristics of the One-

dimensional Requirement. The quadrant has better Better scores and greater 

absolute values of Worse scores. The availability of this feature will affect the 

degree of satisfaction and dissatisfaction. dimensional Requirement scope. 

 

The second quadrant represents the functional characteristics of the Attractive 

requirement. The quadrant has better Better scores and smaller absolute 

values of Worse scores. That is, providing this feature will quickly increase user 

satisfaction, and users who do not provide this feature will not be affected by 

Figure 3.2  Kano model service function attribute classification diagram 
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it. Disappointment is within the scope of Attractive requirement. 

 

The third quadrant represents the functional characteristics of Indifferent 

Requirement. The quadrant has better scores, and the absolute value of Worse 

scores is smaller. That is, whether the service features are provided will not 

affect the user ’s satisfaction or dissatisfaction. Indifferent Requirement scope. 

 

The fourth quadrant represents the functional characteristics of Must-be 

Requirement. The quadrant has better Better scores and a higher absolute 

value of Worse scores, which is contrary to the situation in the second 

quadrant. That is, providing this feature does not make users satisfied quickly. 

Not surprised by this, but not providing this feature will seriously affect user 

dissatisfaction, which belongs to the scope of Must-be Requirement. 

 

According to the above analysis, after categorizing different functional 

attributes, it is possible to clearly obtain the degree of urgency of 

implementing different requirements, and to discuss the implementation 

order of the next service function. 

 

The fourth quadrant is a feature of Must-be Requirement. It is the most basic 

user requirement. It will not give users a sense of surprise, but it will disappoint 

users if they are not provided. Therefore, for the implementers of the service 

function, the functional characteristics in the fourth quadrant should be 

provided first. The second is the One-dimensional Requirement in the first 

quadrant. Compared with the Attractive requirement in the second quadrant, 

the features that do not provide the One-dimensional Requirement will 

directly affect the user's dissatisfaction, and do not provide the features of the 

Attractive requirement, Users are not sensitive. Therefore, for service function 

implementers, after implementing the functional characteristics of Must-be 

Requirement, One-dimensional Requirement in the first quadrant that needs 

to be implemented, and with sufficient implementation conditions, then 

implement the Attractive in the second quadrant. requirement. The third 

quadrant belongs to Indifferent Requirement, which is at the end of the 

consideration in the satisfaction of user needs and the development of 



 

 

functional features. 

3.2 Kano model application status 

The Kano model has been developed for more than thirty years since it was 

proposed in the 1980s. Because it has a good guiding significance for the 

classification and optimization of product and service requirements, the Kano 

model is applied to all aspects of demand aggregation and optimization. 

 

In terms of product design, WANG Shushan et al. (China, 2017) in the field of 

sports and health wearable smart product design, based on the study of user 

viscosity, establish their relevant models, and use the Kano model to analyze 

user needs in depth, and propose Design principles that help increase user 

stickiness. YU Zhiye et al. (China, 2017) also researched wearable smart 

products for the elderly based on the Kano model, conducted user needs 

through the Kano model, evaluated different categories and priorities of user 

needs, and provided necessary information for the final product design. 

Demand guidance. WANG Nan et al. (China, 2019) proposed a design idea for 

the elderly scooter design based on the Kano model. Through the 

implementation of the two-dimensional model of the Kano model, statistics 

and analysis are made on the mobility needs of the elderly, and the guiding 

principles for the design of the relevant scooters for the elderly are derived. 

 

In the field of service design, the Kano model is also an important tool for 

measuring the quality of service functions. SUI Lihui et al. (China, 2014) 

introduced the Kano model as the main tool for the analysis of the service 

quality of chain coffee shops, and investigated the hygienic status, coffee taste, 

and user satisfaction of coffee shop service quality. Identify the main factors 

that influence the user's coffee shop experience. Wang Jingjun et al. (China, 

2018) studied the influencing factors of user satisfaction of Internet medical 

services by introducing the Kano model as the basis of analysis, summarized 

and summarized the types of needs in Internet medical services, and 

proposed to improve the satisfaction of Internet medical users. Specific 

implementation measures. For user experience design, QI Xiaolei et al. (China, 
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2018) conducted research on supermarket shopping experience design by 

using Kano model and related tools. Summarize the general shopping process: 

generate shopping needs-before entering the supermarket-in the 

supermarket shopping-complete shopping, and in these four links, the 

"finding" action is the most frequent. Kano questionnaires and interviews were 

used to further verify the user needs of the above findings. 

 

In summary, the Kano model has been used in many areas of design and has 

been recognized. Its efficient user requirements analysis function can 

accurately classify and sort user requirements, and is also a very important 

practical tool in the field of service design. 

3.3 Advantages and feasibility of Kano model applied to the 

research of driverless vehicle service system 

3.3.1 Advantages of Kano model applied to the research of 

driverless vehicle service system 

 

The service design process generally includes finding pain points, defining 

requirements, designing solutions to requirements, and iterating on feedback. 

When the pain points are found and the corresponding user requirements are 

found, how to translate this demand into actual functions and services is a 

crucial step in the service design process. As an efficient model for analyzing 

demand, the Kano model can evaluate whether the functions and services 

meet the requirements that users want to achieve through user satisfaction. 

 

Driverless vehicle technology has been gradually developed in the commercial 

and civilian fields in recent years, and research on driverless vehicle-related 

services started later. In the past one or two years, there have been substantial 

commercial operations for ordinary citizens. Driverless vehicle technologies in 

specific scenarios, such as research on driverless vehicle services in large 

residential areas, have not yet begun and are in the early stages of 



 

 

development. Therefore, the demand for driverless vehicles under slow 

transportation in large residential areas does not yet have a real user 

experience, and it is impossible to obtain relevant user needs through real 

case analysis. For the large-scale residential area driverless vehicle service at 

the concept stage, relevant models and tools and principles are needed to 

support its further development route. As an efficient demand analysis model, 

the Kano model has been verified in many design fields, and it can provide 

certain design guidance for large-scale residential area driverless vehicle 

services in the early research concept stage. In the design process of the 

driverless vehicle service in the slow-transportation environment of large 

residential areas, the introduction of this model can help to analyze the true 

value of the output service function and avoid the meaningless service 

content in the service design process.  

3.3.2 Feasibility of applying Kano model to the research of 

driverless vehicle service system 

It can be concluded from the above case analysis that the Kano model is not 

just a guiding principle, it has sufficient practical significance and is widely used 

in many product design and service design fields. Through the construction 

and analysis of the Kano model, design research can quickly obtain user needs 

and prioritize user needs, which is crucial for designers to plan and design 

further solutions. Since the research field of driverless vehicle services under 

slow transportation in large residential areas is relatively immature, it is very 

important to be able to mine real user needs through methods and tools in 

the service design process. The Kano model provides such a channel to help 

screen and optimize the demand for driverless services. 

 

Secondly, the Kano model has highly implementable methods and tools, 

namely the Kano questionnaire, Kano survey evaluation form and Kano survey 

result map mentioned above. Through the perfect use process of the Kano 

model, at the level of user needs, it is possible to clearly output the effective 

demand for the driverless vehicle service of the slow transportation 

environment in large residential areas, and to obtain the related demand 
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ranking. 

3.4 Guide the 3D expansion of Kano models at the service level 

of driverless vehicles 

The currently widely used Kano model can well sort out and optimize the 

demand for driverless vehicle services under slow transportation in large 

residential areas. Through user satisfaction surveys on service functions, it can 

be concluded that further adjustments and developments are needed. 

Functional characteristics, as well as the ordering of supply priorities that help 

designers to screen, summarize and summarize at the demand level. 

 

Similarly, the Kano model, as a tool for demand analysis through user 

satisfaction, also has its limitations. The slow transportation service system 

based on driverless vehicles in a large residential area is a complex service 

network, which is composed of multiple sub-services with different functional 

characteristics. The role that the Kano model can provide is to obtain relevant 

user needs based on analysis, and help define the specific content of different 

sub-services, and to prioritize the supply of sub-services. The optimal 

combination of different sub-services cannot be further planned and adjusted 

by the Kano model. 

Figure 3.3  Three-dimensional expansion of the Kano model 



 

 

 

Considering the limitations of the application of the Kano model, this paper 

proposes a further three-dimensional expansion model of the Kano model 

based on the Kano model and a study on the slow transportation service 

system based on driverless vehicles in large residential areas. 

The three-dimensional expansion of the Kano model has four levels of 

guidance, as shown in Figure 3.3. The first level of guidance tool is the Kano 

basic model, which filters and sorts user needs in a two-dimensional mode. 

After the requirements of the first level are defined, the second and third levels 

are guidance for the time and efficiency levels, and integration and 

optimization are made through different dimensions of service functions. The 

last level is the group level, that is, in the context of slow transportation, in 

addition to the physical needs of residents, the relevant service functions are 

further designed for the spiritual needs of residents. 

3.4.1 Requirements level: definition and selection of requirements 

This level is the basic level requirements of users. The guiding principle is the 

Kano basic model. The specific guiding tools are the Kano questionnaire, Kano 

survey evaluation form, and Kano survey result map. 

 

The definition of the requirements level is the most basic step in the service 

design process and it is crucial. In the process of designing driverless vehicle 

services for slow transportation in large residential areas, user needs are 

relatively blank compared to other more mature service design areas. There 

are not enough case supports in the market and exploration of helping user 

needs in this area. . Therefore, mining the demand level with the help of the 

Kano model is a very efficient step. 

 

Based on the previous investigation and analysis, the pain points and demand 

points of slow transportation in large residential areas were discovered, and 

according to these investigation contents, the advantages of driverless vehicle 

transportation were used to design related service function characteristics. 

After making a list of features, use the Kano questionnaire to investigate their 

satisfaction one by one. Then perform statistical analysis of the data through 
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the Kano survey evaluation form and Kano survey result map, and then 

present it through related visualization methods, get the prioritization of 

related functional characteristics, optimize the demand quality, and avoid 

meaningless service content at the demand level. 

3.4.2 Time level: function priority optimization order 

For slow transportation services in large residential areas, this article proposes 

to vehiclery out related transportation services based on the vehiclerier of 

driverless vehicles. As a transport vehiclerier, driverless vehicles can vehiclery 

a variety of sub-service functions. In the travel service, the travel time, travel 

time, and arrival time are important factors for positioning the travel service. 

Therefore, after deriving the content of the services that need to be provided, 

it is necessary to consider the arrangement of different time intervals of 

quantum services from the time level to ensure a good demand-supply 

relationship. 

 

In the slow-transportation environment of large residential areas, residents' 

travel and other transportation needs are relatively regular and operate within 

a certain time path. For example, the time when commute demand is greatest 

is during morning work hours and afternoon work hours, and other times the 

demand for commute is relatively small. The highest demand for take-away 

delivery is at lunch, dinner and supper time. These are the peak times for take-

away delivery. Therefore, in the case of limited driverless vehicle transportation 

resources, for the peak usage time of different sub-services, in the process of 

service design, it is necessary to make overall arrangements for the overall 

function and plan the service content to be provided at each time point. 

Ensure that the needs of residents can be met efficiently. 

3.4.3 Level of efficiency: reorganization of services in space 

After sorting and combining the slow transportation services in large 

residential areas at the time level, the priority relationship of different sub-

services will inevitably appear at different points in time. As driverless vehicles 

are the main vehiclerier form in space, these services are not completely 



 

 

stripped of independence, they are not independent disjoint events. At the 

same time level of the space level, the driverless vehicle can optimize and 

reorganize the services, so that the sub-services in the space can be efficiently 

and orderly combined, and even generate further additional service value to 

improve the user experience. 

 

For example, in a unified driverless vehicle space, manned services and 

vehiclego transportation services can be performed at the same time level, 

which can greatly improve the efficiency of driverless vehicle related services. 

Rather than allocating separate service functions to the driverless vehicle 

space, under the same destination path, integrating the functions in the same 

space collectively can make the driverless vehicle resources effectively used. 

For example, in the commute scenario, you can integrate the transportation 

of goods such as courier services, and vehiclery out courier delivery under a 

fixed path environment. Even when users commute home from work, they can 

pick up in the vehicle, which is more convenient to help users with multiple 

tasks at the same time, while improving service efficiency while avoiding waste 

of resources. 

3.4.4 Social level: service enhances group value 

The slow-transportation environment of a large residential area, as a daily 

living space for residents, not only vehicleries the transportation and daily 

needs of users, but also a social space for residents. The large residential area 

has a fairly large user group, with a scale of more than 30,000. The 

surrounding infrastructure construction makes it a residential area that can 

satisfy the daily life of residents. The social and social network between 

residents' neighborhoods is equivalent to the role of a lubricant, which can 

further optimize the construction of living systems in large residential areas. 

At present, although the number of large-scale residential areas in China is 

increasing, the material level has been greatly improved, but the social 

community structure of large-scale residential areas has not been improved 

by the social value of the group. The reason for this situation is that there is 

no physical physical contact between residents and no common travel path. 
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As a transportation vehiclerier, driverless vehicles have largely reorganized and 

optimized the travel paths and service paths of users, and also provided the 

possibility of new social platforms in residential areas to a certain extent. 

Therefore, in addition to providing transportation services in daily life, 

driverless space can also provide the possibility of higher-level social needs. 

For example, driverless vehicle space can provide space for the replacement 

of old objects, and can be used as a space for exchanges in buying and selling 

when building community markets. Driverless vehicles, as a link between social 

groups, can provide users with a better slow-transportation life experience to 

another extent.



 

 

CHAPTER 4  Design Practice 

4.1 Investigation and Screening of Driverless Vehicle Service 

Contents Based on Kano Model 

4.1.1 Determination of sub-service content 

During the preliminary investigation in Chapter 2, the research was started 

from the slow transportation environment in a large residential area, and a 

detailed analysis was made on this particular slow transportation environment 

in a large residential area. Based on the analysis of the current status and 

problems of existing residential areas, the pain points of slow transportation 

services in large residential areas are summarized and summarized. 

 

In Chapter 3, we study the realization of solving the pain points of slow 

transportation environment in large residential areas. Based on the analysis of 

the current state of driverless vehicle technology development and related 

explorations in the field of service design for driverless vehicle technology, the 

specific advantages of driverless vehicles to solve this pain point are proposed 

for the environment of large residential areas. User needs, and further research 

on the specific implementation of human-computer interaction in driverless 

vehicles. 

 

After finding out the relevant problems and pain points, for the specific 

environment of the large residential area, determine the level of user needs 

such as commuting, vehiclego transportation, leisure and entertainment, and 

explore and sort out specific service content. Through the classification of 

different service entities, the driverless vehicle services are divided into three 

major categories: people, goods and pets. As shown in Figure 4.1. 
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The categories of people take into account the following categories of people: 

residents, visitors, security personnel, sanitation workers, and pedestrians. For 

residents, the following types of services are envisaged: commuting to and 

from work and transportation hubs; commuting and walking tools for the 

disabled in the community such as the elderly; emergency ambulances in the 

community; driverless vehicles as social vehicles for the party market; 

Temporary school bus services etc. Provide visitor guide service for visitors. 

Provide driverless patrol vehicle services for security personnel. Provide 

related vehicle instruction functions for pedestrians around, and some 

community affairs publicity. 

 

 

The types of goods transported take into account the following categories: 

driverless vehicle delivery express; driverless vehicle delivery takeaway; 

driverless vehicle acting as a mobile convenience store role and a mobile 

vegetable market role; driverless vehicle acting as a residents' recycle bin, used 

Figure 4.1  Classification of subservice content 



 

 

books, old Exchange space for community residents of clothing. 

 

For pets, when the owner does not have time to accompany the vehicle, can 

the driverless vehicle provide relevant vehicleing services? 

 

Regarding the driverless vehicle services under slow transportation in the large 

residential areas mentioned above, vehiclery out further reorganization and 

planning, eliminate unsuitable service categories, etc., and integrate some 

overly detailed service categories into reasonable service categories. For 

example, for the consideration of pet living services, under the current relevant 

policies and regulations, pets' activities in public spaces have strict regulations 

and require human accompaniment. Therefore, the pet bending service for 

driverless vehicles will not be considered for the time being, and the service 

will be eliminated. Relevant school bus services are merged with residents' 

commuting services, and comprehensive consideration is given to residents' 

out-of-office services during peak hours in the morning and evening to 

improve the efficiency of service integration and improve residents' travel 

quality. Further integrate the function of the recycle bin with the social needs 

of residents. 

 

After further integration of the initial requirements, the following list of service 

functions is obtained, as shown in Figure 4.2. The related driverless vehicle 

Figure 4.2  Service Function List 
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services are divided into two categories, which are targeted at two major 

stakeholders, residents of large residential areas and managers of large 

residential areas. 

 

For residents of large residential areas, including three major service 

categories, storage delivery services, crewing, transfer, guidance services, and 

entertainment services. 

 

The storage delivery service includes three specific sub-services: takeaway 

delivery, express delivery, and mobile kiosks. 

 

Takeaway delivery service: Takeaway personnel are unfamiliar with the 

community environment and use driverless vehicles instead of takeaway 

personnel to accurately deliver takeaways in the community, while also 

strengthening the management of outsiders. 

 

Express delivery service: Users have time to pick up courier at home or other 

convenient time periods, and make reservations for driverless vehicles to 

deliver courier to reduce the waste of human resources. 

 

Mobile convenience kiosks: In some emergency situations, driverless vehicles 

deliver some medical supplies, such as band-aids; delivery of daily necessities, 

such as suddenly finding that the seasoning is not enough during the cooking 

process, quickly making appointments for seasonings, etc., to provide users 

with sufficient life convenience. 

 

Manned, transfer, and guided services include five specific sub-services: 

resident commuting, visitor pick-up, leisure crouching, emergency services, 

and interactive information display services. 

 

Residents' commuting services: In the morning and evening rush hours, 

driverless vehicles serve as commuter vehicles, completing the user's 

transportation and passenger services between transportation hubs and user 

residences. 



 

 

 

Visitor pick-up service: For visitors to the community, driverless vehicles 

provide pick-up and drop-off services to avoid unnecessary wayfinding; for 

visitors arriving by vehicle, driverless vehicles guide in front of the vehicle to 

help vehicles find parking spaces faster. Solve the problem that first-time 

visitors are unfamiliar with the new environment and avoid unnecessary 

trouble. 

 

Leisure bend service: During off-peak hours, driverless vehicles serve as leisure 

mobility tools to help residents with reduced mobility, such as the elderly and 

people with disabilities, to slow down in the residential area to meet some of 

the spiritual needs of users. 

 

First aid service: In the case of a fire or medical emergency in the community, 

driverless vehicles guide fire trucks or ambulances to find rescue points faster, 

and transfer patients when necessary. Solve the problem that the fire truck or 

ambulance is unfamiliar with the road conditions in the community, and the 

road is narrow or unobstructed. 

 

Information interactive display service: There is a corresponding information 

display platform on the outside surface of the driverless vehicle, and 

information publicity and communication with pedestrians are used as an 

auxiliary platform for community information publicity. 

 

The entertainment service refers to the sub-service of group socialization. The 

driverless vehicle is used as a social space to participate in social activities of 

the community, such as the exchange of old things, the form of party vehicles, 

and the booths in some community fairs. Trolley effect. 

 

For the managers of large residential areas, there are two main services: 

garbage collection service and security patrol service. 

 

Garbage cleaning and collection service: Driverless vehicles are used as a 

means of transportation for sanitation workers in the community. They are 
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also equipped with a cleaning module and a garbage collection module, 

which can be cleaned autonomously on the road, and can collect fixed-point 

garbage independently at night. 

 

Security patrol service: Security personnel's patrol route is generally relatively 

fixed. On this basis, driverless vehicles vehiclery security personnel or empty 

load, vehiclery related patrol monitoring equipment, access the security 

system of large residential areas, and conduct fixed-point patrols in the 

community an examination. 

 

After sorting out and integrating, they are summarized into the above eleven 

sub-services. For these eleven sub-services, the Kano model is used to rank 

related satisfaction surveys. 

 

4.1.2 Determination of sub-service supply priorities 

Through the implementation of the two-dimensional model of the Kano 

model, that is, using the Kano questionnaire, the Kano survey evaluation form, 

and the Kano survey result map, etc., the eleven sub-service contents are 

further analyzed. 

 

The author surveyed and counted 118 community residents through a 

questionnaire. In the first part of the questionnaire, the relevant basic 

questions are investigated. There were 60 men and 58 women in this survey. 

The age group is mainly distributed between the ages of 18 and 25, and the 

other age groups are also distributed, as shown in Figure 4.3. 

 

The main occupations are students and office workers. The proportion of 

students accounts for 31.36%, and the proportion of corporate office workers 

and freelancers accounts for 27.97%, as shown in Figure 4.4. For these 

residents, there will be relatively strong commuting needs. Commuting 

services are the types of services that large residential areas need to provide. 



 

 

 

The survey found that the living types of people living in residential areas are 

also relatively concentrated, mainly family life, accounting for 47.46%, and the 

rest are school dormitory living and shared living, each accounting for 17.8% 

and 14.41%, as shown in Figure 4.5. It can be seen that almost half of the 

residents in the residential area use family life as a unit, and the demand for 

family-related services accounts for the majority, such as the needs of elderly 

family members, the need for mobile convenience kiosks, and so on. The 

survey found that 69.64% of the residents live with their parents, 44.64% of 

Figure 4.3  Statistics of the age distribution of the questionnaire 

 

Figure 4.4  Survey of occupational categories in the questionnaire 
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the residents have children, and 41.07% of the residents live with their spouses, 

as shown in Figure 4.6. Therefore, the proportion of middle-aged parents' 

demand for related services is also large. 

 

On the question of the degree of understanding of the concepts related to 

driverless vehicles, the questionnaire set five levels of different levels of 

understanding, namely completely unknown, heard but not very clear, 

understanding the concept of driverless vehicles, and proactively 

Figure 4.5  Statistics of residence types in the questionnaire 

 

Figure 4.6  Survey of cohabitant types in the questionnaire 

 



 

 

understanding I have passed this concept and I am looking forward to it. I am 

very interested and understand it. I hope to experience it as soon as possible. 

Survey result 

 

As shown in Figure 4.7, 43.22% of the respondents only heard about the 

concept of driverless vehicles, they were not very clear, and relatively few 

residents knew relatively little. Therefore, it can be predicted that during the 

demand investigation process of the Kano model, it can be said that almost 

no residents have experienced the driverless vehicle service, and relatively 

speaking, there may be less demand for being classified as a required attribute. 

 

In the second part of the survey, a Kano demand model was introduced to 

allow the interviewees to evaluate the satisfaction of the selected eleven sub-

service contents. The survey results are shown in Figures 4.8 - 4.10 below. 

Figure 4.7  Statistics on the concept of driverless vehicles in the questionnaire 
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Figure 4.8  Statistics of Kano questionnaire survey Figure 1 



 

 

 

Figure 4.9  Statistics of Kano questionnaire survey Figure 2 
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Figure 4.10  Statistics of Kano questionnaire survey Figure 3 



 

 

After passing the data collection of the Kano survey questionnaire, statistical 

analysis was performed on the data to obtain the corresponding Kano survey 

evaluation form for each sub-service. A total of 11 statistical forms 

corresponding to the service functions were generated. The specific form data 

is shown in the appendix, and some statistical forms are shown in the following 

table. 4.1-4.3. 

 

After further integration of 11 statistical tables, a unified data statistical table is 

obtained, and the Better-worse coefficient of each sub-service is calculated 

according to the relevant calculation model in Chapter 4. The specific 

Table 4.1  Kano survey and evaluation form for delivery service 

Table 4.2  Kano survey and evaluation form for mobile kiosk service 

Table 4.3  Kano Survey Evaluation Form for Commuting Services 
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statistical data is shown in Figure 4.11 . M, O, A, I, R, and Q represent different 

functional requirements attributes, that is, required attributes, expected 

attributes, charm attributes, indifference attributes, reverse attributes, and 

problem attribute requirements. In the calculation process, neither the reverse 

attribute nor the problem attribute requirements are considered. Finally, the 

Better-worse coefficients of the sub-services are counted and displayed using 

the Kano survey results graph. The eleven services are classified according to 

different service attributes. The Kano survey results graph is shown in Table 

4.4 and Figure 4.11. 

 

The relevant attribute classifications obtained in the Kano survey results graph 

are as follows: 

（1） Must-be requirement. There is no demand for mandatory 

attributes. The predicted survey results are consistent with the 

actual survey status, that is, the driverless vehicle service is 

currently in its infancy, and there is no real user experience or 

optimization of driverless vehicle services. It is suggested that in 

the user's perception, no service content will be considered as a 

required attribute. 

Table 4.4  Kano survey results of driverless vehicle service 



 

 

（2） One-dimensional requirement. There are four service contents in 

the statistical results, which are emergency services, garbage 

collection services, commuting services, and takeaway delivery 

services. The absolute value of Worse for emergency services is 

larger than that of the other three sub-services. The absolute value 

of Worse for garbage cleaning and collection services, commuting 

services, and takeaway services is about 0.16, and the absolute 

value of Worse for emergency services is about 0.28, indicating 

that users believe that it is not For emergency services, users will 

be very disappointed, and the disappointment will be relatively 

greater. 

（3） Attractive requirement, statistical results include mobile kiosk 

services, visitor pick-up and drop-off services, courier delivery 

services, and leisure bend services. 

（4） Indifferent requirement, There are three sub-services in the 

statistical results, including security patrol, group activities, and 

interactive information display functions. 

 

In summary, after screening the Kano model for eleven service functions, the 

above priorities are obtained, and then they are adjusted in an orderly manner 

Figure 4.11  Classification of service attributes 
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based on the actual situation of the survey. 

 

Prioritize the service functions in the desired attributes, including emergency 

services, garbage collection services, commute services, and takeaway 

delivery services. These services cover the service needs that users expect. 

During the previous survey and analysis, it was found that in large residential 

areas, commuting services are an obvious pain point for residents to go out. 

Due to the huge mass of the large residential area itself and the large number 

of residents' out-going needs, transportation needs such as commuting in the 

large residential area are urgently to be met. Secondly, because large-scale 

residential areas are currently stricter in the management of outsiders, the 

maturity of services such as takeaway delivery in the relevant communities is 

not very high. Delivery personnel are also likely to be unnecessary because 

they are not familiar with the terrain and road conditions in the community. 

Time is wasted, so takeaway delivery services can also be further enhanced 

by means of driverless transportation. The types of security services are 

relatively special. Although user needs cannot be distributed regularly, they 

should be proactively provided if necessary. Therefore, as a special service, 

residents have a strong expectation for such services, and safety as the most 

basic need of life must be met. 

 

In the category of attractive requirement, it includes mobile kiosk services, 

visitor pick-up and drop-off services, express delivery services, and leisure 

bend services. These services can provide users with surprises and surprises, 

but not providing them will not disappoint users. Takeaway delivery service 

and express delivery service are the same delivery service but they have 

different attributes. The reasons are analyzed. First, compared to express 

delivery, takeaway is more time-efficient, hot food delivery time constraints 

are tighter, and the delivery time requirements are relatively high. Users 

generally expect their needs to be met in a short time. Secondly, in some 

communities, there have been independent self-contained containers in China, 

such as Hive Box, Jinlinbao and other brands. Although these pick-up points 

still require users to pick up goods at nearby pick-up points by themselves, 

home services cannot be achieved, but the current implementation has 



 

 

allowed users to complete more convenient pick-ups, while takeaway delivery 

still requires manual services, and the service is subject to The possibility of 

interference is greater. Therefore, improving the efficiency of takeaway 

delivery services can quickly increase user satisfaction, while reducing it will 

make users feel disappointed, which belongs to the category of desired 

attributes. Relatively speaking, the express delivery service is a bonus service. 

Based on the original self-delivery of express delivery, the efficiency and user 

experience of the express delivery service are further improved, and home 

delivery is made without occupying excessive human resources. Therefore, 

further improving the efficiency of express delivery services can surprise users, 

but it will not disappoint users. In the process of service adjustment, consider 

the integration of takeaway delivery and express delivery services, but in the 

priority of delivery services, takeaway delivery will be higher than express 

delivery. 

 

Within the scope of indifferent requirement, including security patrols, group 

activities and pedestrian information interaction. Users believe that the 

availability of this type of service will not have a significant impact on user 

satisfaction. Analyzing the reasons, security patrol is a property service, and it 

is difficult for users to see the effect of the service from the outside. Therefore, 

users do not attach much importance to security patrol services. Group 

activities belong to higher-level community activities, and strengthen the 

community relations in large residential areas through the medium of 

driverless vehicles. As users of this type of services cannot obtain substantial 

material access, and residents are gradually diminishing their neighbourhood 

relations, residents do not have too many expectations for this type of social 

services. For information interaction services, it is a relatively fragmented 

combination of functions, that is, information interaction with pedestrians for 

different purposes, including safety notification of pedestrians around vehicles, 

and related information publicity in the community. Users do not have a very 

Intuitive recognition. After comprehensive consideration, the security patrol 

service is retained, and the possibility of the later development of the group 

activity function is reserved. The information interaction service is divided into 

different functions, and reorganized into different services to supplement and 
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enhance the functions. 

 

The adjusted service list is shown in Figure 4.12 below, which contains 9 sub-

services. 

 

Resident-oriented sub-service types include storage delivery services, crewing, 

transfer, guidance services, and entertainment services. The sub-services of 

the storage delivery service are adjusted to takeaway express delivery service 

and mobile kiosk service. Sub-services for crewing, transfer, and guidance 

services include resident commuting, visitor pick-up, recreational crouching, 

and emergency services. Entertainment services include group social services 

reserved for later development. 

 

Sub-services for managers include garbage collection services and security 

patrol services. 

4.2 Construction of driverless vehicle service system for slow 

transportation environment in large residential areas 

4.2.1 Framework of driverless vehicle service system 

Figure 4.12  Service list 



 

 

There are nine driverless vehicle-related sub-services in the slow-

transportation environment driverless vehicle service system in large 

residential areas. The supply map of the service system is shown in Figure 4.13. 

The functional supply categories of the service system are mainly five: 

personnel transportation, vehiclego transportation, vehicle guidance, garbage 

collection and offline social networking. These five specific service functions 

cover the above nine driverless vehicle-related sub-services. 

 

People transporting function, there are five sub-services to provide this 

function, including resident commuting service, transportation of residents to 

commute and short-distance services to and from school; visitor pick-up 

service, pick-up and drop-off of visitors in the community; leisure crooking 

service, providing walking leisure for people with reduced mobility Travel 

assistance services; first aid services, transporting patients, family members 

and medical personnel in emergency situations; security patrol services, 

vehiclerying security personnel for related inspection activities. 

 

Vehiclego transportating function, there are two sub-services to provide this 

function, including takeaway express delivery service and mobile convenience 

kiosk service. Takeaway express delivery services, takeaway and express 

delivery of goods according to user needs and habits, effective delivery; 

Figure 4.13  Service offering Map 
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mobile convenience kiosk service, serving as a temporary convenience store 

function in large residential areas, to provide users with necessary daily 

necessities in some emergency situations. 

 

Vehicle guidance function, two sub-services provide this function, including 

visitor pick-up service and first aid service. Visitor pick-up service, orderly 

guide the visitor's vehicle, so that the visitor's vehicle can follow the vehicle in 

a slow transportation environment; emergency services, after the ambulance 

enters the community, efficiently guide it, and let the ambulance follow the 

vehicle Arrived smoothly to the rescue site. 

 

The garbage cleaning and collection function is mainly provided by the 

garbage cleaning and collection service, that is, after the relevant cleaning 

and collection modules are installed in the driverless vehicle, autonomously 

complete the garbage cleaning and collection tasks in the community. 

 

Offline social functions, mainly provided by group social services, will use 

driverless vehicles as social media and social space. This service is a pre-

Figure 4.14  Service system map 

 
 



 

 

reserved service and does not focus on development. 

 

Figure 4.14 shows the framework of the driverless vehicle service system under 

slow transportation in a large residential area. 

 

The system map mainly includes five stakeholders and related important 

platforms, which are resident role, property role, mobile terminal, driverless 

vehicle platform and driverless vehicle. There are three types of resource flow 

display in the system map, which are information flow, capital flow and 

material flow. 

 

The distribution of information flow is the most frequent. Residents or property 

managers interact with mobile terminals to complete the input and output of 

information and match the corresponding service needs. The mobile terminal 

then interacts with the driverless vehicle platform for information, needs to 

further integrate and feedback, and finally reaches the driverless vehicle end 

to communicate instructions. During the interactive service process of related 

people and vehicles, such as security patrol services for property managers or 

commuter services for residents, driverless vehicles and property managers 

and residents will have corresponding information interaction processes to 

generate information. Flow of flow. 

 

In this service system, the occurrence of material flow is rare, and it only occurs 

in some specific driverless vehicle service processes, such as delivery of goods 

such as take-out and express delivery. The ultimate purpose of users in such 

services is to obtain relevant goods. Therefore, the flow of resources that 

occurs is generally the material flow of driverless vehicles to related users. 

 

There are a total of three capital flows, which are the residents 'capital flows 

to the property, that is, the relevant property fees paid by the residents to the 

property; the residents' capital flows to the mobile terminal, that is, some 

bonus services, users may need to provide additional costs; The flow of funds 

to the driverless vehicle platform, that is, the development costs paid by the 

property to the driverless vehicle platform. 
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4.2.2 Driverless vehicle service framework and content 

This article describes the framework and content of the nine sub-services of 

the driverless vehicle service. For detailed blueprint description and user 

journey map description. 

 

(1) Emergency services 

 

That is, in large residential areas, when medical emergencies occur, related 

auxiliary first aid services are provided through driverless vehicles, including 

ambulance guidance services in large residential areas and services for 

transporting patients, family members and medical personnel under special 

circumstances. Considering the particularity and professionalism of 

emergency services, driverless vehicles are routinely used as functional 

transportation vehicles. In principle, they do not actively participate in or 

provide transportation services for patients, family members, and medical 

personnel. They only provide ambulance guidance in the community. service. 

Under special circumstances, such as poor emergency access, driverless 

vehicles temporarily provide related personnel transportation services. 

 



 

 

The specific service process is shown in Figure 4.15 User Journey Map, which 

mainly displays user behaviors / requirements, touch points, and 

corresponding driverless vehicle behaviors through time flow lines. 

 

Specific information is as follows: 

 

When an emergency occurs, the user calls for help, dials an emergency 

number to contact the ambulance to come to the rescue. This information is 

also linked to the residential property, and the location information of the 

resident is instantly known to calculate the optimal ambulance pick-up channel. 

And assigned driverless vehicles, driverless vehicles began to vehiclery out 

rescue previews on this path, and check whether the emergency passage is 

smooth, and whether the ambulance can reach smoothly in the subsequent 

Figure 4.15  User journey map of emergency guidance service 
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rescue process. Thereafter, the driverless vehicle platform uses user terminals, 

such as mobile phone platforms, to provide the most direct way to 

communicate information such as voice and pictures, provide users with 

emergency rescue common sense, and timely forecast the latest rescue 

developments. 

 

During the investigation of the driverless vehicle, if it is found that the 

emergency rescue channel is occupied, such as temporary road parking, etc., 

contact the relevant personnel such as the property to clear the road. Whether 

the emergency passage can be ensured in a short period of time will 

determine whether the driverless vehicle chooses to only provide ambulance 

guidance services or provide personnel transportation services for related 

personnel. 

 

1) If the emergency rescue passage is smooth or the passage can be cleared 

in a short period of time, the driverless vehicle only provides the guidance of 

the ambulance to play the role of assisting rescue, without additional use. The 

driverless vehicle platform further allocates relevant driverless vehicles to wait 

at the entrances and exits of the community, and is ready to respond to 

ambulances to perform guidance services, while the first-aid channels in the 

community still ensure that driverless vehicles are relevant to clear and clear 

roads to avoid new interference . 

 

The driverless vehicle platform predicts the arrival time of the ambulance at 

the same time, and is ready to inform the user in advance. After the 

ambulance arrived in the community, it was guided by the driverless vehicle 

to reach the first aid point through the optimal path. The medical staff went 

out to the rescue and the user terminal notified the user that the medical staff 

had arrived and was ready. After the related rescue, the medical staff and 

related families took the ambulance with the patient, and also left the 

community under the safe and rapid guidance of the driverless vehicle. The 

driverless vehicle has thus completed the relevant first aid guidance service. 

The driverless vehicle platform continuously tracks the subsequent rescue 

information and provides possible follow-up assistance. 



 

 

 

2) If the emergency rescue channel cannot restore the smooth flow of the 

ambulance in a short time, a smaller and more flexible driverless vehicle will 

provide relevant medical personnel, patients and family members with short-

distance transportation services in the community. The driverless vehicle 

platform allocates relevant driverless vehicles to wait at driverless vehicles at 

the community entrance and exit, and is ready to accept ambulances to 

perform guidance services. 

 

The driverless vehicle platform predicts the arrival time of the ambulance at 

the same time, and is ready to inform the user in advance. After the 

ambulance arrived in the community, it was guided by an driverless vehicle 

through the optimal path to the closest point where it can pass to the rescue 

point. At this time, driverless vehicles were used for the remaining distance of 

transportation, vehiclerying medical personnel and related medical 

emergency equipment to the rescue point. The medical staff went out to the 

rescue and the user terminal notified the user that the medical staff had 

arrived and was ready. In the implementation of related rescue processes, due 

to the small space of driverless vehicles, in addition to medical staff on the 

return journey, they also need to vehiclery patients and their families. The 

driverless vehicle platform will continue to allocate the remaining driverless 

vehicles and wait for docking. After the related rescue, the medical staff and 

related family members took multiple driverless vehicles with the patient to 

reach the previous ambulance parking point. The driverless vehicle and the 

ambulance vehicleried out the handover, and also left the community under 

the guidance of the driverless vehicle. The driverless vehicle has thus 

completed the relevant first aid guidance service. The driverless vehicle 

platform continuously tracks the subsequent rescue information and provides 

possible follow-up assistance. 
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The related service blueprint of emergency services is shown in Figure 4.16. 

 

The service blueprint systematically combs the sub-service framework and 

content from the tangible display at the top level, to user behavior, driverless 

and front-end behavior, background behavior, to underlying technical support. 

 

Figure 4.16  Blueprint for first aid guidance services 



 

 

The tangible display, user behavior, and driverless and front-end behavior are 

similar to the content of the user journey map above. The logic that runs 

through the whole picture is mainly the background behavior, that is, the 

driverless vehicle platform links the residential property to conduct road 

investigation, assigns driverless vehicle for investigation task, and further 

informs the property to clear the road. If the clearance is successful, the 

relevant driverless vehicles will be allocated at the entrance of the community, 

waiting for the arrival of the ambulance, and guiding the ambulance to the 

rescue point. After the rescue is finished, the ambulance will be guided to 

leave the community. The driverless vehicle platform will further track and 

record the follow-up emergency services to improve the background data. If 

the weak road is unsuccessful, the relevant driverless vehicles will be allocated 

for the pick-up service. After the rescue, multiple driverless vehicles will be 

used to pick up the patients and their families, and transfer to the ambulance. 

Improve background data. 

 

At the technical support level, it includes driverless vehicle dispatching systems, 

driverless vehicle terminal application systems, and driverless vehicles and 

multi-platform linkage systems, that is, driverless vehicles and property 

departments, as well as emergency response platforms, and large-scale 

autonomous vehicles Data platform to build a complete service database. 

 

（2）Takeaway Express Delivery Service  

 

That is to say, in large residential areas, through driverless vehicle delivery, we 

provide residents with takeaway and courier delivery services, replacing 

manual delivery and users' own pick-up at delivery points, reducing 

unnecessary waste of human resources. In the previous link analysis, in 

ordering the priority of delivery and express delivery, taking into account the 

different timeliness of different meals and express delivery, on the premise of 

ensuring efficiency, takeaway delivery priority is higher than express delivery. 

This article describes mainly takeaway delivery services. 
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The user journey diagram of takeaway delivery is shown in Figure 4.17. The 

specific process is as follows: 

 

When the user generates a demand for takeaway, he starts using the takeaway 

platform for ordering. After the order is completed, the user makes a 

reservation for the food delivery service in the residential area, and imports 

the third-party takeaway order information into the driverless vehicle 

reservation platform with one click. The technical support for this process is 

that the third-party takeaway platform and the driverless vehicle platform 

have good data sharing cooperation, which can ensure that the driverless 

vehicle platform information interface can match the third-party resources. 

After importing the information, the driverless vehicle platform identifies the 

user's relevant information, address, and arrival time, etc., and assigns 

available driverless vehicles, the estimated delivery time provided by the third-

party takeaway platform, and arranges the time to wait in advance. 

 

After the courier arrives at the entrance of the community, he will transfer the 

food to a driverless vehicle, and the driver will identify the courier. As the 

delivery staff may deliver multiple takeaways at a time, different takeaways are 

stored in different storage rooms, and the driverless vehicle platform records 

Figure 4.17  User journey of takeaway delivery 



 

 

the corresponding storage room information. When the driverless vehicle 

arrives at the user's residence, the driverless vehicle platform notifies the user 

to take meals. When the user goes downstairs to pick up the meal, the 

driverless vehicle will identify the user and automatically open the 

corresponding dining room. The user checks the meal and confirms the 

receipt, and the user completes the meal retrieval process. 
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The related service blueprint of takeaway delivery service is shown in Figure 

4.18. 

Figure 4.18  Blueprint of takeaway delivery service 



 

 

The related service blueprint of the takeaway service is also described from 

the top-level tangible display part, to user behavior, driverless vehicle and 

front-end behavior, background behavior, and final technical support. The 

general service process is similar to the user journey diagram, which mainly 

shows the background operation Complete logic flow. 

 

User behavior is used as a starting point, and the orders booked on the third-

party platform are imported into the driverless vehicle reservation platform, 

and the background reaction is started. Relevant driverless vehicle platforms 

identify user-related information, and assign driverless vehicles to be 

responsible for delivery, and monitor the delivery progress of third-party 

takeaway platforms. After the delivery person arrives, the driverless vehicle 

completes the information update in the background, including identifying 

the delivery person's identity, meal information, and assigning a storage room 

to store meals. The user terminal also receives the delivery information of the 

driverless vehicle platform at the same time, and performs real-time 

forecasting for the user. After the driverless vehicle arrives at the designated 

delivery place, the relevant pickup information is sent to the user through the 

driverless vehicle platform, and the user performs identity identification, picks 

up the goods, and completes the logical process of the entire service. 

 

The overall service process of the courier service is similar. The biggest 

difference is that after the courier arrives, users can schedule different pickup 

times according to their own time. The driverless vehicle platform learns 

through long-term user habits. When there is a need for express delivery, it 

will also actively recommend users to get used to the express time period. For 

users, express delivery does not need to be obtained in a timely manner, and 

related express delivery services will be adjusted efficiently based on this 

feature. 
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（3）Commuting service 

 

Commuting service, that is, to provide residents with driverless vehicles during 

their daily commute and school hours. The commuting section is a 

transportation hub between the residential areas in the large community and 

the outside community, which plays a connecting role, connecting the 

residential areas in the slow transportation environment with the nearby 

transportation hub, and solving the "last mile" problem. 

 

The commuting service user journey diagram is shown in Figure 4.19. The 

specific process is as follows: 

 

The user makes an online reservation before commuting service is needed to 

confirm the commute time required. After confirming the appointment, the 

driverless vehicle platform mobilizes the user's commute information, 

including departure time, place, and destination, etc., and assigns driverless 

vehicles for the reserved time period. 

 

The driverless vehicle platform through the analysis of big data, including the 

user's daily commuting habits and commuting needs, will also actively 

recommend the user's corresponding commuting arrangements, and actively 

Figure 4.19  Commuter Service User Journey 



 

 

provide users with other relevant travel information, including travel weather 

conditions, etc. 

 

When the scheduled commute period is about to be reached, the user 

terminal notifies the user of the arrival of the driverless vehicle and reminds 

the user to go out. After the driverless vehicle arrives at the designated pick-

up point, the driverless vehicle confirms the user information and greets the 

user. During the ride, driverless vehicles are used to analyze the travel habits 

of users, such as asking if there are other needs on the way, such as buying 

breakfast at a nearby breakfast shop. After the driverless vehicle arrives at the 

designated transportation station, the user gets off the vehicle and transfers 

to another mode of transportation to continue commuting. The driverless 

vehicle bids farewell to the user. After the service is over, the user's front end 

will further confirm to the user whether he needs to take off work and other 

services. By learning the user's habits, he will actively plan the trip for the user. 

 

The service blueprint for the commute service is shown in Figure 4.20. 

 

The service blueprint also covers the user experience process of the user 

Figure 4.20  Blueprint of Commuting Services 
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journey map, which mainly shows the background logic behind the user 

service. The background logic is as follows: After the user reserves the 

commute travel service, the driverless vehicle platform recognizes the user's 

identity information and proactively recommends the appropriate travel time 

according to the recorded user habits. Before traveling, the driverless vehicle 

platform will remind users to go out. During the ride, the driverless vehicle first 

identifies the user's identity, confirms it in the background, and greets the user 

actively, analyzes the user's daily travel habits and other needs on the road, 

and recommends it to the user. After arriving at the designated transportation 

interchange point, the user gets off the bus, the driverless vehicle bids farewell 

to him, and recommends the user's return time from work or class, asks 

whether the shuttle service is still needed, etc., and plans a comprehensive 

daily travel schedule for the user. 

 

(4) Garbage cleaning and collection service 

 

This service is a property service and replaces the community operations of 

some sanitation personnel by means of driverless vehicles. Due to the large 

area of large residential areas, the use of driverless vehicles can largely replace 

higher cost human resources. The garbage cleaning and collection service 

mainly includes two operations, garbage cleaning and garbage collection, 

which requires driverless vehicles to perform additional cleaning and a 

combination of collection modules. The next section of this article will 

specifically introduce the design of relevant vehicle body modules. 

 

 As a property service, this service has a high degree of autonomy, without 

the participation of relevant users, and only shows simple time function blocks. 

Figure 4.21  Flow chart of garbage collection service 



 

 

 

During the daytime period, the cleaning drone performs autonomous 

cleaning on a preset path by installing a related cleaning module. At night 

time, there is less demand for driverless vehicle services for residents, and 

driverless vehicles undertake more property services. At night, self-dumping 

garbage-collecting driverless vehicles are used to load and unload garbage 

at designated garbage collection points below the residents. 

 

Make full use of driverless vehicle resources to replace human resources. 

Driverless vehicles are different from humans and do not require rest time. 

Therefore, in daily situations, driverless vehicles serve the needs of related 

residents and other users for more time periods. When there is less relevant 

demand at night, idle driverless vehicles can be mobilized to perform property 

services such as garbage collection. 

 

The above four services that belong to the attractive requirement need to be 

developed and provided first. Under the one dimensional requirement, three 

sub-service contents that belong to the attractive requirement need to be 

considered, namely mobile convenience kiosk, visitor pick-up service and 

leisure bending service. This article will briefly explain the three sub-service 

contents. 

 

(1) Mobile convenience kiosk 

 

Mobile kiosk services, that is, mobile convenience stores in large residential 

areas, are vehicleried in the form of driverless vehicles. Mobile convenience 

kiosks provide residents with all kinds of emergency convenience products, 

including medical emergency supplies such as band-aid bandages, kitchen 

condiments, etc. Kiosks will provide services in the community, so once users 

have such needs, mobile kiosks can provide relevant help to users in a timely 

manner. 

This service is similar to a takeaway express delivery service, which is a freight 

service, but except for the replenishment process of the mobile convenience 

kiosk itself, the service does not have a functional process for handing over to 
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the community. Its main service content occurs between the mobile 

convenience kiosk and the user. 

 

The specific process is as follows: when the user generates a demand for 

related emergency supplies, the user terminal is used to order the items. After 

the order is completed, the driverless vehicle platform receives the relevant 

requirements and informs the mobile kiosks serving in the community to go 

to the designated user location to provide the item. After arriving, the user is 

notified to go downstairs to pick up the goods. The driverless vehicle also uses 

the method of user information identification to open the corresponding 

storage room for the user and the user completes the pickup. After the 

driverless vehicle confirms the successful pickup, the data is fed back to the 

driverless vehicle platform for statistical analysis, which further improves the 

product list of emergency goods that users most often purchase, and 

improves service information. 

 

(2) Visitor pick-up service 

 

That is, using a driverless vehicle to pick up or drop off visitors, or guide the 

parking of visitors ’vehicles, instead of the current need for the host to pick up 

passengers, or visitors to find their own way in the community based on the 

address, to avoid some unfamiliar road conditions. Unnecessary trouble. 

 

Visitor pick-up and drop-off service mainly includes two possible pick-up and 

drop-off forms, which are divided into passenger-vehiclerying and pick-up 

service from driverless vehicle to visitor and guided service from driverless 

vehicle to guest vehicle. The specific service process is as follows: 

 

Driverless passenger transfer service to visitors: When a visitor visits the 

residents of the residential area by walking, the visited residents can make 

passenger reservations in the driverless vehicle terminal in advance, enter user 

information, and visit time periods. Information, the driverless vehicle platform 

will make the relevant allocation of driverless vehicles according to this 

demand. When the visitor arrives at the community entrance, the driverless 



 

 

vehicle will identify it. After the respondent confirms the visitor's identity, the 

driverless vehicle will vehiclery the visitor to the designated visiting place. 

Respondents responded to the visitor, and the driverless shuttle service was 

completed. The driverless vehicle platform will further provide a return service 

for recommending visitors. Users can also make a return appointment before 

the visitor leaves by themselves, and the driverless vehicle will pick up and 

return the visitor. 

 

Guidance service of driverless vehicle to visitor vehicle: When a visitor comes 

by driverless, the visited residents can make a passenger reservation in the 

driverless vehicle terminal in advance, enter the visitor information such as the 

user's vehicle information and the visiting time period. , The driverless vehicle 

platform will make the relevant allocation of driverless vehicles according to 

this demand. When the visiting vehicle arrives at the entrance of the 

community, the driverless vehicle platform confirms the identity of the vehicle. 

After the confirmation, the driverless vehicle guides it to the nearest parking 

space at the visitor point, records the parking space information for it, and 

sends it to the visitor and the interviewee. The terminal facilitates its location, 

and then reminds the respondent to reserve a return trip service in advance. 

When visitors leave, they also leave the community smoothly with the 

guidance of a driverless vehicle. 

 

(3) Leisure walk service 

 

This service is a long-term passenger service, that is, a driverless vehicle is 

used as a means of travel to help some people with reduced mobility to 

leisurely bend in the community. It is a recreational service. 

 

There are well-equipped landscape leisure areas in large residential areas, so 

the service presets multiple leisure paths for residents to choose from. 

Residents can also personalize their definitions according to their hobbies and 

needs. 

 

The specific service process is as follows: The user uses the terminal device to 
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make an online reservation for the leisure bending service. The online can 

choose the path planned by the system, or make a personalized road plan to 

complete the relevant appointment. After arriving at the appointment time, 

the driverless person will take a slow tour in the slow transportation 

environment, and at the same time, possible human-computer interaction 

with the user, including greeting the user, asking the user for their needs, 

mobilizing the user's previous tour records through big data, and learning The 

user is accustomed to recommend a nearby drop-off leisure spot for the user. 

Users can also interact with driverless vehicles according to their own needs 

and choose the location where they want to get off the bus and relax. During 

this process, the user maintains good communication and interaction with the 

driverless vehicle. After the tour, transfer the user back. 

 

Finally, there are two service activities that need to be considered, including 

security patrol services and group social services reserved for later periods. 

 

(1) Security patrol service 

 

That is to say, to vehiclery out security patrols in large residential areas in the 

form of driverless vehicles vehiclerying people or air vehicles instead of 

existing security patrol vehicles. Compared with the existing security patrol 

vehicles, driverless vehicles have better unified controllability, can better patrol 

on the system's preset path, and can achieve uninterrupted and efficient 

operations 24 hours a day, avoiding manual operations. The resulting 

instability in patrol efficiency. 

 

The property system and the driverless vehicle platform work together to 

formulate appropriate regular inspection routes, and arrange security 

personnel to vehiclery on-board or no-load operations according to the 

actual situation. The driverless vehicles used for security patrol services will be 

equipped with security patrol modules, including surveillance cameras, patrol 

lights, etc., according to the actual situation. 

 

The specific service process of the security patrol service is as follows: during 



 

 

the preset patrol time, the driverless vehicle performs patrol services, the 

driverless vehicle platform and the security system are linked, and in an 

emergency, the security platform is urgently contacted to take action and pass 

the driverless vehicle On-site shouting and so on. During the patrol of the 

vehiclerying situation, after the driverless vehicle identified the security 

personnel, it vehicleried the security personnel for the patrol. The drone and 

the security personnel conduct human-computer interaction to confirm the 

information. When there is an unexpected situation, control the driverless 

vehicle by using commands such as voice to take action on the spot. 

 

(2) Group social services 

  

This service is a group social service, that is, a driverless vehicle is used as a 

mobile social space in a large residential area, and participates in different 

forms of social activities, including possible forms such as old things exchange 

space, booths in community fairs, and so on. In the driverless vehicle service 

system constructed in this article, this service is only used as a reserved service 

in the early stage of development, and it will be developed at a higher level 

when the later stage of the driverless vehicle service development technology 

is more mature. 

 

4.2.3 Driverless vehicle concept design 

Aiming at the service framework of the service system of slow transportation 

driverless vehicles in large residential areas, this paper proposes a suitable 

conceptual design of driverless vehicle bodies to meet the corresponding 

service needs. 

 

In the process of designing the body of the driverless vehicle, the author 

considered the following main design principles: 

 

(1) The size of the driverless vehicle is shown in Figures 4.22 and 4.23. Large 

residential areas, as densely populated residential areas, have narrower 

transportation roads than urban roads, and are narrow roads with slow 
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transportation. Therefore, in the design and consideration process of the 

vehicle body, the smaller form of vehicle is adopted as much as possible. The 

dimensions are shown in Figure 666. The maximum body length is controlled 

within 2500mm, the vehicle height is about 1600mm, and the vehicle width is 

1600mm Within, keep the space scale of small delivery vehicles. 

 

(2) The appearance of driverless vehicles. As a brand-new service content, 

driverless vehicle service has a low acceptance of citizens at the beginning of 

implementation, and there must be a certain degree of fear and anxiety. 

During the questionnaire survey in this article, it was also found that most 

residents are still unaware of driverless vehicle technology. Especially for this 

type of travel issues that involve safety, residents are still skeptical of their safety. 

 

Appearance and styling is an important factor to alleviate the tension of users. 



 

 

Therefore, when considering the relevant styling language of driverless 

vehicles, a more friendly and friendly design language is adopted [18]. The 

design concept is shown in Figure 4.24. It adopts a large rounded chamfer 

design to reduce the occurrence of sharp chamfers such as right angles. The 

integrated design is used to weaken its functional attributes as a vehicle. The 

driver's door is on both sides, and people get on and off from the side. The 

whole body uses black and silver as the overall color of the driverless vehicle, 

Figure 4.22  Driverless vehicle size chart 1 

 

Figure 4.23  Driverless vehicle size chart 2 
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highlighting its attributes of technological sense, and enhancing users' trust in 

it. As a service-type manned robot, driverless vehicle is no longer a simple 

means of transportation. Its design language should be closer to life, closer to 

the psychological range acceptable to users, and reduce the user's distrust of 

new technologies. 

 

(3) More flexible bodywork design. Considering the complex road and 

demand attributes in large residential areas, the design practice in this article 

adopts the modular design of driverless vehicles. That is, the operation of the 

driverless vehicle adopts the basic unit form. The smallest unit is a two-person 

form. The two basic units can be spliced into a four-person unit, as shown in 

Figure 4.25. 

 

The smallest unit is mainly a travel space for 1 or 2 people, providing better 

privacy. The smallest unit is also the most basic unit of different functional 

modules. That is, the driverless vehicle modules that provide different service 

functions have different modeling attributes. This article shows four main 

driverless vehicle modules, including the first aid module, the commute 

module, the cleaning module, and the express delivery module, as shown in 

Figure 4.24  Effect map of driverless vehicle 

 



 

 

Figure 4.26. The basic prototypes of different modules are the same. The main 

difference is that different modules will have corresponding morphological 

changes for different service needs, but the splicing method of these modules 

is conceivable, that is, different modules can be spliced in pairs according to 

needs. 

Figure 4.25  Assembling of driverless vehicle module 

 

Figure 4.26  Different function modules of driverless vehicle 
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First-aid module: The door of the first-aid module is opened at the rear, and 

there is more space for entering and exiting. It is convenient to vehiclery 

medical equipment, medical staff, patients and family members in the 

necessary situations during the first-aid process, and the seats are on both 

sides of the train. Under normal circumstances, two first-aid modules need to 

be spliced to become a larger-capacity first-aid driverless vehicle. 

 

Commuting module: The most basic commuting module. The basic 

commuting module can accommodate 1-2 people. The combined module 

can accommodate up to 4 people. Use scenarios such as traveling together 

of users in the same family or the same residential building. Whether to 

perform splicing is determined according to the actual situation and user 

needs. 

 

Cleaning module: The main feature of the cleaning module is to configure 

corresponding cleaning components, including two automatic roller brushes 

at the front. Similarly, the cleaning module can be operated independently or 

combined, and configured according to actual needs. 

Express delivery module: The vertical plane of the module is used for storage 

and retrieval of the express delivery. The module has storage spaces of 

different sizes and specifications, suitable for different sizes of goods. 

 

Different modules can run independently or can be combined according to 

needs. Reasonable splicing combination can make the service combination 

more diversified and improve service efficiency. Modules can also be 

converted into different module forms according to the specific demand. 

Therefore, in the form of a modular driverless vehicle, the user's needs can be 

better adjusted and matched organically to achieve more accurate 

customized services. 

4.2.4 Multi-terminal human-machine interface design for driverless 

vehicles 

The interface interaction part of the driverless vehicle service in the slow-



 

 

transportation environment of large residential areas mainly includes two 

parts, the user terminal interface design, that is, the mobile phone or tablet 

application, and the interface interaction in the driverless vehicle, that is, the 

display screen on the inner wall of the vehicle. This article will select several 

important key services for the description and display of the human-machine 

interface. 

 

(1) User terminal interface design 

 

The interface design of the user terminal is mainly designed for the application 

of the user's mobile phone. Users can manage and reserve driverless vehicle 

related services through smart terminals such as mobile phones, and 

conveniently use various types of driverless vehicle services in the community. 

 

The information architecture of the user terminal application is shown in Figure 

4.27. The main functional modules are "My Services", "My Schedule", "My 

Orders" and related settings and customer service. 

 

Figure 4.27  User terminal application information architecture 
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On the first registration page, the system collects user information through 

the terminal, as shown in the flowchart in Figure 4.28. After login and 

registration, the user selects an identity and selects the role of owner or 

manager. There are different types of services available for different user roles. 

This article takes the role of the owner as an example. After entering, you can 

choose the service category you want, modify, delete, etc. 

"My schedule" module, users can add, delete or modify the day schedule by 

themselves, or import the schedule into the driverless vehicle service system 

by importing the calendar. The driverless vehicle platform will analyze whether 

matching needs to arrange driverless vehicles for service according to the 

corresponding service content, and actively plan related driverless vehicle 

experiences for users. 

 

The interface interaction part of the driverless vehicle service in the slow-

transportation environment of large residential areas mainly includes two 

parts, the user terminal interface design, that is, the mobile phone or tablet 

application, and the interface interaction in the driverless vehicle, that is, the 

display screen on the inner wall of the vehicle. This article will select several 

important key services for the description and display of the human-machine 

Figure 4.28  Key page of the registration process 

 



 

 

interface. 

 

(1) User terminal interface design 

 

The interface design of the user terminal is mainly designed for the application 

of the user's mobile phone. Users can perform driverless vehicle related 

operations through smart terminals such as mobile phones. 

 

On the first registration page, the system collects user information through 

the terminal, as shown in the flowchart in Figure 4.28. After login and 

registration, the user selects an identity and selects the role of owner or 

manager. There are different types of services available for different user roles. 

This article takes the role of the owner as an example. After entering, you can 

choose the service category you want, modify, delete, etc. 

 

"My schedule" module, users can add, delete or modify the day schedule by 

themselves, or import the schedule into the driverless vehicle service system 

by importing the calendar. The driverless vehicle platform will analyze whether 

matching needs to arrange driverless vehicles for service according to the 

corresponding service content, and actively plan related driverless vehicle 

experiences for users. 

 

The "My Services" module mainly has the following specific functional 

modules: commuting out, leisure cornering, takeaway delivery, express 

delivery, visitor pick-up, and mobile convenience kiosks. The emergency 

service is a special service, located in a conspicuous place in the upper right 

corner, which cannot be modified. It guarantees that users can find the service 

entrance as quickly as possible in the event of any emergency. 
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The manned service takes the commute travel service as an example. The key 

high-fidelity page flow is shown in Figure 4.29. 

 

After the user clicks to select the commute service page, the user enters the 

time and destination of the commute. The dialog box also presets the 

commute location of the user according to the travel habits of the user, which 

facilitates the user to perform operations faster. After completing the relevant 

entries, the number of travellers is then selected. The driverless vehicle 

platform will allocate corresponding driverless vehicle modules for a period of 

time. The driverless vehicle platform will also push breakfast services to users 

at the same time, that is, combining the corresponding mobile convenience 

kiosk module based on the original commuting module to provide users with 

more commuting convenience. While the user terminal is waiting for the 

driverless vehicle, the user terminal will continue to follow up the arrival of the 

driverless vehicle. During the ride, the user terminal will broadcast the relevant 

practical travel information, such as weather and transfer information, for the 

user. After the service is completed, the user is asked for a service evaluation, 

and the user is pushed to reserve the return trip service and so on. 

 

The takeaway delivery service for freight services is taken as an example. The 

key high-fidelity page flow is shown in Figure 4.30. The premise of the service 

Figure 4.29  Key page of commute service 



 

 

is that the user authorizes the driverless vehicle platform to read the user's 

relevant takeaway order information to ensure the smoothness of the 

driverless delivery service. 

 

The specific use process is as follows: After the user successfully orders on the 

third-party takeaway platform, the driverless vehicle platform recognizes the 

corresponding order information of the user, displays the corresponding 

information in the "My Services" module of the user terminal, and asks the 

user if they need to use People and vehicles deliver courier services, or users 

can pick them up by themselves. After the user selects the driverless vehicle 

delivery service, the driverless vehicle platform simultaneously pushes the 

mobile convenience kiosk service to the user and asks if the user needs other 

snacks, that is, the delivery process uses a combination of a takeaway delivery 

module and a mobile kiosk to provide services. The platform assigns 

corresponding driverless vehicles to it for standby for distribution. In the 

process of delivery by a delivery person and transshipment delivery by an 

driverless vehicle, the user terminal always pushes the latest delivery progress 

of the meal for the user. After the user completes the meal, the service ends 

and the user is asked for service evaluation. 

 

(2) Display interface design of driverless vehicle 

 

Since the driving of the driverless vehicle is controlled by the system, no 

Figure 4.30 Key page of takeaway delivery service 
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manual control is required, and many safety guarantees of the driverless 

vehicle based on human driving safety considerations can be omitted. 

Therefore, for driverless vehicles, the front and rear windshields no longer 

need to maintain an unobstructed state due to consideration of driving safety. 

The front and rear windshields can be completely used as a vehiclerier for user 

information, and the driverless vehicle is even more inconsistent. 

 

Aiming at this cabin characteristic of the driverless vehicle, when considering 

the position of the information display in the driverless vehicle, according to 

the user's different situational needs, provide two front and rear symmetrical 

information display modes. The camera in the vehicle monitors the user's 

orientation, and adjusts the information display position according to the 

user's seat orientation at any time, as shown in Figure 4.31. 

 

The specific information display content is shown in Figure 4.32. In the slow 

transportation environment, the use of driverless vehicles is mainly based on 

Figure 4.31  Schematic diagram of information display position in the vehicle 

 



 

 

short-distance services. Therefore, the display of information is as simple and 

practical as possible. It is mainly used to display user information, weather and 

other practical trip information, user schedule display, and user travel Real-

time display of location information, etc. 

 

The user schedule page mainly displays the user's daily schedule. Related 

items that need to use the driverless vehicle service will be displayed in the 

form of the driverless vehicle module combination icon, which prompts the 

user about the driverless vehicle related service methods. 

 

The main interaction forms between users and driverless vehicles are gesture 

operations and voice operations. During the user's boarding process, the 

driver's voice system actively interacts with the user, prompting the user to 

interact with the driver by voice. The camera in the vehicle will also monitor 

the user's expression at the same time, and provide more humanized services 

according to the current situation. The camera also plays a role of monitoring 

Figure 4.32  Information displayed in the vehicle 
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user gestures, etc., in the process of some specific interface operations. 

4.3 Optimized combination of different levels of driverless 

vehicle service under 3D Kano model 

The related levels of the 3D Kano model are described in the related 

introduction of the 3D Kano model in Chapter 3, including the demand level, 

the time level, the efficiency level, and the group level. Section 4.1 of this 

chapter has described the design practices of applying the Kano base model 

at the requirements level. The design practice of the driverless vehicle service 

system in this article will also be reflected in the design of time level, efficiency 

level and group level. 

 

(1) Time level: 

 

After the relevant subservice framework and content are determined, the 

functional priorities of the subservices are optimized and adjusted through the 

time-level combing. The related sub-service functions are analyzed in time 

series, as indicated in Figure 4.33. The blue bar indicates the high-frequency 

usage period of the sub-service content corresponding to the ordinate, and 

the light blue shade represents the priority service provided under the abscissa 

period. Through this chart, more suitable service content within each time 

period is arranged. 

 

For example, emergency services may occur at any time and should be a 

priority service at any time. This is a special security guarantee. Commuting 

services generally occur during morning and evening rush hours, and these 

services are prioritized. The take-away service usually occurs at noon, evening, 

and supper. During these periods, taking into account the timeliness of take-

out, it will also give priority to services as far as possible. In contrast, express 

delivery services will not take priority over takeaway delivery services. 

 

During some nighttime hours, the demand for related services for residents 



 

 

will be relatively small. During this time period, property services such as 

garbage cleaning and collection services and security patrol services will be 

given priority. The possible idle time of driverless vehicles will be fully utilized 

to maximize the Utilization of human and vehicle related resources. 

 

This chart is not a static timetable. During the operation of the service system, 

the chart will be continuously updated according to the continuous statistics 

of service needs, and the sub-service priorities in the table will be further 

optimized and adjusted, and continuous dynamic updates will be completed 

at the time level. Priority charts are always used efficiently. 

 

 

(2) Efficiency level: 

 

Under the overall arrangement of the time level, at each time point, there may 

be more than one sub-service being provided at the same time, and these 

sub-services can be better run through effective combinations to achieve the 

intersection of services and maximize the use of resources. 

 

Figure 4.33  Prioritization of time-level services 
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In the use of some services, the efficiency of the overall service system can be 

better improved through different service combinations. This article shows 

four possible service combinations, as shown in Figure 4.34. 

 

Residents 'commuting: Residents' commuting services can be divided into 

private mode and multi-person mode according to the needs. In the private 

mode, that is, a passenger unit is used to vehiclery people. It is suitable for 

temporary or emergency commuting. wait. Multi-person mode, that is, two 

transport units are spliced to form a more efficient multi-person transport, 

which is suitable for users on the same floor or on the same route, and more 

efficiently shuttles more commuters. 

 

The combination of commuting services and delivery services: that is, in the 

process of residents using the commuting services to return home, by making 

an appointment in advance, the crew module and courier delivery module 

can be spliced to vehiclery people in a combined form. Users can get 

takeaway or courier in the vehicle to improve service efficiency. 

 

The combination of commuting services and mobile kiosk services: the 

relevant modules of these two services are combined and vehicleried in a 

combined form. For example, during work or school, the mobile kiosk can 

Figure 4.34  Consideration of Efficiency Tier Service Portfolio 



 

 

provide breakfast services to users who work or go to school, and users can 

purchase edible breakfast during the commute process. 

 

The combination of takeaway delivery service and mobile kiosk service: the 

related modules of these two services are combined to provide users with 

more snack options, such as drinks and snacks, in the process of delivering 

takeaway, and increase the user's Dining options. 

 

The combination of these services is also reflected in the combination and 

matching of vehicle body modules. In the related design of the vehicle body 

module, the possibility of combination between different modules is also 

considered, and the two vehicle body planes of a single body are used for 

stitching and combination, as shown in Figures 4.35 and 4.36. Figure 4.35 

shows the combination of a cleaning module and a manned module to meet 

the operation needs of cleaning and sanitation workers. Figure 4.36 is a 

combination of a manned module and a courier module, which meets the 

needs of taking delivery of goods such as courier during work or after school. 

 

(3) Social level 

 

The social level is a service guide on the spiritual level of the community, and 

is an important step to further improve the user experience of driverless 

related services. In the pre-development process of driverless vehicle services, 

considering the related requirements of necessary attributes and charm 
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attributes are first met, the group social services that belong to the indifferent 

requirement are temporarily used as the early-stage outlook services. This 

Figure 4.35  Combination of driverless vehicle cleaning module and manned module 

Figure 4.36  Combination of Manned Module and Express Module 

 



 

 

level of service design guidance does not involve too much participation in 

the design of the slow-transportation driverless vehicle service system in this 

article. It serves only as a guide for the future development. The possible forms 

include: 

 

Residents 'old things exchange space: Driverless vehicles are used for storage 

functions, and serve as the exchange space for old things such as old clothes 

and books in the community. Through the old things exchange service, the 

community's sustainability is improved, and the residents' social is connected 

through the old things exchange space. demand. 

 

Community bazaar party vehicle: As a single unit of operation, the driverless 

vehicle acts as a stall in the bazaar party, which has better flexibility and 

mobility. Through the use of driverless vehicles as a bazaar social space, offline 

communication is used to enhance communication and connection between 

users.
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CHAPTER 5 Summary 

5.1 Conclusion 

This article analyzes and summarizes the current situation of slow 

transportation environment in large residential areas, summarizes the pain 

points of the slow transportation environment of residents in this environment, 

and then proposes to solve the problem of optimizing the slow transportation 

through the use of driverless vehicles. The advantages and feasibility of 

driverless vehicles for slow transportation. After determining to solve related 

problems through driverless vehicle technology, this paper proposes to build 

a slow transportation service system based on driverless vehicles in a large 

residential area, build a relevant design framework from the perspective of 

service design, and effectively improve the efficiency and use of driverless 

vehicles User experience for driverless vehicles. 

 

According to the relevant process of service design, starting from the mining 

of user needs, this paper introduces a Kano model that analyzes the priority 

of user needs to help users in the large residential area slow transportation 

environment to further summarize and summarize, according to different 

demand attributes Reasonable order. This article further analyzes the service 

characteristics of driverless vehicles used in slow-transportation environments, 

and proposes more design levels based on the original demand level: 

including functional priority optimization ordering at the time level, and in-

space services at the efficiency level. Reorganization and promotion of service 

group value at the group level. Through the expansion of the original basic 

Kano model, the two-dimensional attributes of the model are further 

expanded to a higher-level three-dimensional level, and a targeted design 

framework guidance is provided for slow-transportation driverless vehicle 

services in large residential areas. 

Based on the application of the three-dimensional Kano model, this article 

gives the corresponding design practice for the driverless vehicle service 



 

 

system of the slow transportation environment in large residential areas. The 

Kano basic model is used to investigate the user needs of the residents in the 

real residential area, and the corresponding driverless vehicle service list and 

priority order are given. The driverless vehicle service framework is further 

optimized and adjusted through multiple levels of design levels. In terms of 

design details, the concept design of the driverless vehicle body suitable for 

the application of slow-transportation environment in large residential areas 

is discussed. The form, color, and module combination are discussed. At the 

same time, the human-computer interaction interface design of the relevant 

terminal is given. Give the corresponding design examples. 

5.2 Further research directions 

5.2.1 Construction of Design Code for Large-scale Residential Areas 

This article mainly discusses the establishment of a large residential area 

driverless vehicle service system under the Kano model, and gives specific 

service system design practices. On the basis of this, the next step to the 

landing stage is to design the corresponding large-scale residential area 

driverless vehicles. 

 

The design code is mainly composed of two parts, one is the environment-

related code, and the other is the driverless vehicle-related code. In terms of 

environment, we mainly consider designing corresponding driverless vehicle 

road specifications and possible road hardware facilities for supporting 

driverless vehicles. In terms of driverless vehicle specifications, including the 

development of relevant specifications for body size and equipment, as well 

as road behavior guidelines for driverless vehicles. 

5.2.2 Extension and linkage of autonomous vehicle services under 

the concept of smart communities 

With the development of modern science and technology, the concept of 

smart community has gradually received widespread attention as an 
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important community management model. Smart community refers to the 

provision of a safer, more convenient and comfortable community life for 

residents through the current generation of technology such as the Internet, 

big data and artificial intelligence. From the past artificial management to the 

current Internet management, the management efficiency of the community 

can be greatly improved, and the user's living experience can also be 

maximized. The intelligence of the community is the development trend of the 

future community. Network-based and artificial intelligence management 

methods can largely avoid the lack of human management. Big data analysis 

can provide more personalized services for residents' lives. 

 

The service system in the smart community mainly includes three service 

environments, which are transportation environment, property environment 

and home environment. Within the service scope of large residential areas, 

the services targeted by driverless vehicle services are mainly related to the 

types of services under slow transportation. In the construction of slow 

transportation driverless vehicle services in large residential areas in this article, 

not only travel-related transportation services, but also some property 

services, such as garbage collection and cleaning services and security patrol 

services. 

 

In the current state of development of smart communities, small service robots 

such as property robots and home robots have appeared. In 2017, the 

domestic Frevi Intelligent Robotics (Shanghai) Co., Ltd. released the third-

generation home service robot, the third generation of Vera, which can 

already implement a very intelligent home control and management system. 

Through the big data technology behind it and related artificial intelligence 

technology, the third generation of Vera has its own environmental cognition, 

human body dynamic recognition, etc., and can actively integrate into the 

user's life and realize intelligent living. For driverless vehicles, due to its own 

conditions, it is less feasible to directly participate in home life, but for the 

entire smart community ecosystem, the transportation services provided by 

driverless vehicles and related peripherals Services can be well linked with 

home services to improve a complete smart community ecosystem from all 



 

 

aspects. 

 

For the further research and development of driverless vehicle services, it must 

be based on the smart community and the ultimate goal of improving the 

lives of residents. As an important part of the smart community service system, 

driverless vehicle service has its irreplaceable transportation attribute 

functions, but at the same time, driverless vehicle service has gradually 

expanded to other specific service systems in other smart communities, such 

as property services and home services. Driverless vehicle service is not an 

isolated service area. It needs to be more closely linked with real estate and 

home services, ranging from home life to commuting services inside and 

outside the community, covering users' food, clothing, and transportation, 

forming an intertwined, information exchange. Service context to jointly 

promote the development of smart communities. 
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